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Introduction 
Roddy Flynn (Dublin City University) 
 

“The Irish Are Coming”: Irish Cinema Comes of Age 

“Phew! What a year it’s been!” may sound like a phrase from the opening of a round robin 
letter, the kind someone in your given circle feels obliged to send every Christmas, as well-
intentioned as it is boastful. On this occasion, however, it is a phrase that genuinely befits the 
historic year that 2022 represents in Irish film.  

For how else to characterise it but with a “Phew!”? Even if the overall level of screen 
production expenditure dropped significantly (to €361m) after the outlier that was the €500m 
spent in 2021, Irish cinema (if not Irish television) has simply never enjoyed anything like the 
profile it currently does. This is in no small part down to the role played by an awards ceremony 
which takes place 8,000 kilometres from Ireland and which, while we know it to be a profoundly 
imperfect yardstick of the quality of global cinema, is nonetheless a harbinger of an 
unprecedented era in Irish film.  

This review will go to press before the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences 
95th awards ceremony takes place but, as of now, we bask in 14 nominations related to Irish 
films or Irish crew. Nine of these are accounted for by The Banshees of Inisherin (including all 
four of the lead cast along with Martin McDonagh who, as writer, producer and director, could 
potentially take home three gongs), and another by Paul Mescal for his role in the Scottish film 
Aftersun. An Cailín Ciúin became the first Irish-language film to make it to the shortlist for Best 
International Picture, while the Tom Berkeley/Ross White-directed, darkly comedic Northern 
Irish short An Irish Goodbye will seek to emulate Terry George’s 2012 success in the Best Live 
Action Short category.  

Though less heralded, Jonathan Redmond was also nominated for Best Achievement in 
Film Editing (with Matt Villa) for Baz Luhrman’s Elvis and Richard Baneham – the 
Ballyfermot Art College graduate who previously won an Academy Award in 2010 for his 
Visual Effects work on Avatar –was, fittingly, nominated in the same category for his work on 
the sequel to that film Avatar: The Way of Water.  

Even before the Oscars, Banshees had already won three Golden Globes, three BAFTAs 
and two Golden Lions at Venice (along with a too-long-to-list-here string of other awards). An 
Cailín Ciúin had taken eight (“EIGHT!”) awards at the IFTAs I n March 2022, and also returned 
with two awards from the Berlin International Film Festival: a Best Cinematography award for 
Kate McCullough from the European Film Awards and Foreign Language Film of the Year at 
the London Film Critic Circle.  

The idea that identifying individual works of art as superior to others is inherently 
problematic is hardly controversial (doubly so when those awards are the Oscars or Golden 
Globes which, even acknowledging their recent efforts to incorporate “global” cinema content, 
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rarely look far beyond Anglophone material in drawing up shortlists). Nonetheless, in the 
context of the screen policy of small nations, international awards really do matter, if only 
because award nominations and successes constitute a notionally objective proxy for assessing 
the quality of the screen output supported by state incentives. (Banshees received between €5m 
and €10m from Section 481 while An Cailín Ciúin was entirely funded by state agencies.)  

Though long established – Section 481 is in its fortieth year – the ongoing operation of 
such incentives cannot be taken for granted and the industry must continually lobby for their 
retention. The most recent example is “The Cultural Dividend generated by Ireland’s Section 
481 Film and Television Incentive”, a report commissioned by Screen Ireland from London-
based consultants Olsberg SPI. That report repeatedly cites the successes of Section 481 
productions “at the world’s more prestigious international awards ceremonies and festivals” as 
proof not only of the intrinsic quality of this work but as a “benchmark of cultural impact”. 
Moreover, the Olsberg SPI report was published on January 10th 2023, a fortnight before the 
Oscar shortlists were announced. The inclusion of so many Irish nominees emphatically 
underlined the report’s conclusions.   

Those two words in the report’s title – “Cultural dividend” – alert us to the key shift that 
has occurred in the rationale underlying Irish screen policy in the last decade. When the Irish 
Film Board was re-established in 1993 and Section 481 (then Section 35) was radically 
overhauled some months later, the state’s largesse was conditional on a net financial gain for 
Ireland Inc. For a decade, reports from the employers’ association IBEC routinely concluded 
that Section 35/481 and the Irish Film Board did indeed have a positive impact on the national 
balance sheet. However, as the methodology used to arrive at such optimistic conclusions was 
increasingly subjected to external scrutiny – and, worse, when on occasion even IBEC 
concluded that sometimes such incentives were actually costing the state money – both Section 
481 and the then Irish Film Board were subjected to existential threats from the Department of 
Finance and later, in the wake of the 2008 economic crash, “An Bord Snip”.  

Some nimble footwork on the part of the Film Board, SIPTU and Screen Producers 
Ireland kept these threats at bay in the 2000s, but it was increasingly obvious that a simple 
profit/loss approach could not be relied on to sustain political support for those supports. A 
new, complementary rationale was also required. 

This emerged slowly but references to the concept of a “cultural dividend” featured 
extensively in the 2018 Department of Finance Review of Section 481, the first undertaken after 
that incentive shifted to a tax credit model. In assessing the €243m spent on Section 481 
between 2015 and 2017, the Review defined the cultural dividend as “the unquantifiable benefit 
of developing a robust film industry in Ireland and the related Irish cultural impact.”1 In effect, 
what the Olsberg SPI report amplifies and reinforces is the idea that support for the network of 
screen production incentives – Section 481, Screen Ireland, the Sound and Vision fund and 
even RTE and TG4 – is legitimate because, though unquantifiable, the “cultural dividend” is 
regarded as compensation for any net financial costs to the state of funding these support 
infrastructures.  

The very suggestion that such supports might be legitimated on cultural grounds rather 
than economic ones marks a sea change in policy thinking. It’s a universe away from the 
Creative Capital report of 2011, which scarcely mentioned “culture” beyond references to 
Culture Ireland and, when it did, was more than likely to associate it with commerce – 
“entrepreneurial culture” – than notions of identity or creativity.  

Exactly what the Department of Finance understood the unquantifiable benefits of the 
cultural dividend to be in 2018 was not fully spelled out. However, in preparing their report, 

                                                 
1 P. 220 of Review IV: Cost Benefit Analysis of Section 481 of the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997 – 
Film Corporation Tax Credit. Department of Finance 2018). 
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Olsberg SP borrowed from a framework developed by the progressive UK thinktank Demos. 
Demos defined three kinds of cultural dividend values: 

  
• intrinsic (the inherent quality of the work supported) 
• instrumental (how the work affects those who live in the society that produces it, how 

it might shape their sense of national identity) and  
• institutional (how the work projects the nation into the international arena, invoking 

notions of soft power). 
 

Unsurprisingly, the January 2023 report concluded that the work made possible by 
Section 481 comprehensively met all three criteria. The Report refers to the results of an 
Amárach survey of 1,000 people, which found that most respondents strongly engaged with 
Irish television and 59% were more likely to watch a film or television series if it was Irish. 
79% of those surveyed considered Irish film and television programmes to be distinctive. 
However, the manner in which these findings were tied to Section 481 projects was somewhat 
opaque: asked which Irish films and television shows were most important to them, respondents 
included in their top ten “News and Current Affairs”, Derry Girls, Fair City, Father Ted, The 
Commitments and My Left Foot, none of which were supported by Section 481. Somewhat 
awkwardly, when it came to more objective markers of cultural identity – setting, use of Irish 
talent – the report notes, but does not spell out the implications of, the fact that the level of 
Section 481 funding for projects is in inverse ratio to the presence of local cultural markers. 
That is, the more Section 481 money a project received, the less likely it is to feature an Irish 
setting or to use Irish cast and crew.  

The report counters this by noting that respondents adopted a positive attitude to “larger 
international inward productions”, such as the last Star Wars trilogy, on the grounds that they 
showcased Ireland to global audiences. (That Irish respondents “feel” this doesn’t necessarily 
make it true: can we know that international audiences recognise Luke Skywalker’s hermitage 
as an island off the Kerry coast for example?) 

Olsberg SPI are able to offer more empirically grounded support for their assertions 
regarding the institutional element of the cultural dividend, that is the capacity of Irish film and 
television to, in the words of the Department of Finance, project to global audience images of 
Ireland as “a country with a rich history and a thriving cultural community”. These are 
characteristics which are assumed to play a positive role in how Ireland is regarded 
internationally by, amongst others, those considering making significant capital investments 
here. (Though whether this can compensate for the more mundane resources such a place to 
live remains opens to question.)  

Of the 286 projects included in Olsberg SPI’s sample, 43 received theatrical releases 
outside Ireland “in a median of four countries”. If 43 seems low, it is worth noting that Section 
481 largely benefits television/streamer producers: just 26% of Section 481 projects are initially 
aimed at a theatrical audience. Furthermore, 50 of the productions in the sample were streamed 
outside Ireland, with outliers like Normal People becoming de facto global hits, available to 
audiences in 102 countries. In this regard, the report once again rehearses the significance of 
Award nominations and wins in terms of attracting international attention to Ireland: an 
appendix lists productions as diverse as Wolfwalkers, Sea Fever and Normal People as securing 
nominations and wins at the Emmys, BAFTAs, Oscars and Golden Globes along with the 
Cannes, Sundance, Venice and Berlin Film Festivals. The Oscar nominations of The Banshees 
of Inisherin and An Cailín Ciúin subsequent to the report’s publication clearly endorses this 
argument, especially given their overt setting within Ireland.  

It seems safe to say that Irish fiction cinema is playing its hoped-for role in the State’s 
long-term Global Ireland agenda admirably. And given Olsberg SPI’s conclusion that 82% of 
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production expenditure on Irish productions and 89% on incoming productions could be 
attributed to Section 481, it’s unsurprising that in September 2022, Minster for Tourism, 
Culture, Arts, Gaeltacht, Sport and Media, Catherine Martin announced that Section 481 would 
be extended until 2028. For the medium term at least then, the future of Screen Ireland and 
Section 481 seems secure (even if there are rumblings that, if anything, the current per project 
funding cap on Section 481 expenditure is acting as a block to bringing some very high budget 
films to Ireland, not least given the ongoing cutthroat competition amongst nation states for 
footloose screen productions). 

Some of those rumblings emerged from the wide-ranging work of the Future of Media 
Commission, the report of which was finally made public in July 2022. Originally established 
to investigate RTE’s apparently permanent funding crisis, the Commission’s remit was 
expanded to include more or less the entire Irish mediascape: print, broadcast and online. Its 
pages consider, inter alia, the challenges posed by contracting advertising revenues for all 
legacy media, the threat of mis- and disinformation and the shrinking of the Irish public sphere.  

In point of fact, the Commission’s comments on Section 481 are relatively brief 
although it strongly recommends allowing broadcasters, rather than just production companies, 
to directly access the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland-administered Sound and Vision fund. 
In passing, we should also note that by the time this editorial is published, the BAI will have 
been formally superseded by the new Media Commission. However, it does make a number of 
recommendations germane to this review. We mention some of these below but they include 
advocating for an increase in the percentage of RTE’s content expenditure budget devoted to 
independent production to 25%. It also suggests that the Steering Group charged with driving 
the Government’s Audio-Visual Action plan should explore “whether there is further potential 
for the internationalisation of Irish content”. In this regard, the Commission identifies RTE as 
potentially playing a key role as “a springboard for the creation of distinctive Irish content” and 
exhorting it to “establish and build a wider global brand for Irish storytelling and content 
creation”. As we note below, it’s arguably the case that RTE is already very much engaged in 
the internationalisation of its content.  

Regarding the original question of how to deal with RTE’s finances, the Commission 
added its voice to a well-established chorus identifying the Television Licence Fee-funded 
system as unfit for the realities of the 21st century broadcasting environment. Thus, it strongly 
recommended that “From 2024, the source of public funding for PSM [Public Service Media] 
should change from the current system of TV Licence Fee combined with general Exchequer 
funds to a system based entirely on general Exchequer funds.” The report also made suggestions 
as to how RTE should be funded in the intervening period. Remarkably, of the 50 
recommendations made by the Commission, the government committed to implementing all of 
them – except the one relating to the licence fee. Admittedly the solutions offered for the interim 
period up to 2024 offered the government some wriggle room here but it does seem incredible 
that the finances of one of the key funders of television drama in Ireland will remain tied to a 
20th-century funding model for the foreseeable future.                     

But what of the content supported by these infrastructures? Surveying work 
commissioned and actually screened in 2022, a number of themes – gender, the Irish language 
and the inherent unpredictability of cultural production – emerge across film and television.  

There were other Irish films released in 2022, even if few came close to the audience 
impact of Banshees and An Cailín Ciúin. As Covid restrictions finally wound down for good 
and we became reacquainted with the idea of physical proximity to strangers, cinema 
admissions rose sharply over 2021. Although Republic of Ireland-specific admission figures 
for 2022 are still not available, UK and Ireland ticket sales were up by 60% according to the 
Film Distributors Association. We do know that box office in the Republic was up 89% in 2022; 
combining this with Comscore admission figures for 2021 (5.8m), it looks like 2022 admissions 
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were approaching 11m, a huge improvement on 2021 but still well shy of the pre-pandemic 
figure of 15.1m recorded in 2019. 

Even allowing for the still depressed state of the theatrical market, most Irish titles 
struggled to find big screen audiences. Theatrically released in the UK and Ireland in July 2022, 
renowned documentary-maker Emer Reynolds’ feature fiction debut Joyride was an odd-couple 
road movie, in which Olivia Colman played a new mother and Charlie Reid a 13-year-old who’s 
just lost his own mother to cancer. Colman’s star power alone might have been expected to 
propel the film into the public consciousness – and both she and Reid offered committed and 
compelling performances – but the film’s occasionally absurd plot developments and reliance 
on “quirky” rural stereotypes did not find wide favour. Depending on which source you rely on 
the film may have taken as little as €70,000 or as much as €180,000 in the UK and Ireland.  

Another film built around a female lead, Frank Berry’s Aisha, received much stronger 
notices after its inclusion as an Official Selection at the June 2022 Tribeca Film Festival and in 
advance of its November 2022 cinema release. Indeed, in review of the film in this edition, 
Anthony P. McIntyre argues that Sky Television’s decision to commission the film may have 
been prompted by the perception that Aisha might prove to be an award-friendly text.  

Having critiqued the Irish prison system in 2017’s Michael Inside, Berry returned to 
institutions of incarceration, this time the Direct Provision system, offering an excoriating 
assessment of the impossible demands of immigration bureaucracy centred around British 
thespian Letitia Wright’s portrayal of a Nigerian immigrant. Again, however, Aisha’s cinema 
run was relatively truncated, although it quickly became available for Irish viewers via Sky’s 
streaming platform. 

The same was true of Sebastián Lelio’s adaptation of Emma Donoghue’s folk horror 
novel The Wonder (reviewed here by Graham Price). A curious blend of Brechtian distanciation 
and 19th century gothic, The Wonder clearly fitted commissioner Netflix’s strategy of 
populating the shelves of its streaming service with “blue chip” titles to prevent subscriber 
churn. That the film received generally positive reviews and featured the star power of Florence 
Pugh kept it in cinemas even after it debuted on the Netflix platform.   

As Arts Council-supported experimental works, Robert Manson’s Holy Island 
(following two lost souls trapped in the purgatory of a remote coastal town) and Dean 
Kavanagh’s Hole in the Head (wherein an amateur film-maker restages the disappearance of 
his parents 25 years earlier) might not have been expected to break out of the 
IFI/Lighthouse/Pálás cinema arthouse circuits. However, it was more disappointing that even 
positively reviewed, genre work struggled to find a big screen audience. Two such films 
emerging from Screen Ireland’s POV scheme (which offers up to €400,000 for female-led 
projects). Released in March 2022, Kate Dolan’s low-budget but frequently terrifying urban 
folk horror You Are Not My Mother was critically lauded – Joe.ie called it “arguably the greatest 
Irish horror ever made” – as was the Antonia Campbell-Hughes-directed psychological thriller 
It Is In Us All, released in September and described by the Guardian’s Peter Bradshaw as “the 
work of a director with a real sense of landscape and place” and a “forthright and fiercely 
intended drama”.  

Both disappeared almost as they arrived in cinemas but, equally, both remained 
available to stream on Netflix and Apple TV respectively. (Non-POV works like Brendan 
Muldowney’s horror The Cellar and Stephen Fingleton’s ambitious single-shot actioner 
Nightride fared no better with the latter following a March 1st screening at Dublin International 
Film Festival with a Netflix debut on March 4.) 

However, in a year which saw the tragic passing of Tom Collins, the only director to 
have seen two of his films put forward as Irish contenders for the Best Foreign Language Oscar 
(Kings in 2007 and An Bronntanas in 2014), it was fitting that it was Irish language films that 
punched above their weight. Released two months before An Cailín Ciúin, Seán Breathnach’s 
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Foscadh, a belated coming-of-age tale set in Connemara, made relatively little impact in 
cinemas. However, in September, Róise & Frank – another project funded through the Screen 
Ireland/TG4 Cine4 scheme which supported Foscadh and An Cailín Ciúin – became distributor 
Breakout Pictures’ third Irish-language film in a row – after Arracht and An Cailín Ciúin - to 
take more than €100,000 in Irish theatres. Directed by Rachel Moriarty and Peter Murray, the 
film’s winning tale of a widow who encounters a dog with startlingly similar characteristics to 
her former husband had charmed audiences at a number of festivals, winning audience awards 
in Dublin, Santa Barbara and Sonoma. Without taking away from the film’s intrinsic merits, Its 
domestic box office take tantalisingly suggests the possibility that An Cailín Ciúin may have 
broken down some local audience prejudices regarding Irish-language content.  

The success of the Cine4 scheme on the big screen redounded to the benefit of the 
broadcaster associated with it, TG4. In July, the Future of Media Commission recommended 
that the 25% allocation of Sound and Vision funding to Irish language content should, at a 
minimum, be sustained and that consideration should be given to increasing it further. The 
Commission also argued that any funding emerging from the imposition of a content levy on 
tech giants (as provided for in the EU’s Audiovisual Media Services Directive) should be 
similarly top sliced for Irish-language content. In the same month, at the Galway Film Fleadh, 
TG4, Screen Ireland and Northern Ireland Screen announced three new schemes, respectively 
focused on developing scripted television drama, fiction shorts and documentary shorts.  

Two months later there was further good news – also stemming from A Future of Media 
Commission recommendation – when Catherin Martin announced the allocation of an 
additional €7.3m to TG4 for 2023, the single largest increase granted to the broadcaster since 
its establishment in 1996.   

What such funding might result in remained to be seen in 2022. For the most part, 
television drama in 2022 remained resolutely Anglophone. Furthermore, as the survey below 
suggests, and Future of Media Commission recommendations notwithstanding, there’s quite a 
lot of evidence to suggest that Irish television drama is already highly internationalised.  

Exhibit A in this regard is the AMC/BBC-commissioned Conversations with Friends, 
which arrived on Irish screens in May 2022 and arguably carried on its shoulders the greatest 
pre-broadcast weight of expectation in Irish television history. The unprecedented success of 
Normal People created demand for something similar not just from commissioners Hulu and 
the BBC but arguably from a wider global public. Production company Element Pictures was 
only too happy to fulfil this and though not a sequel, Conversations shared many of the 
characteristics of People: based on an earlier Sally Rooney novel; set in the same rarefied 
interior, middle-class Rooney-land milieu; part-directed by Lenny Abrahamson and part-
written by Alice Birch. And yet it simply didn’t land with audiences in the same way as People. 
Some questionable casting didn’t help but neither did the less fully realised source material. 
Indeed, in interview Jemima Kirke, who plays the key role of Melissa, bluntly suggested that 
Rooney’s depiction of a loveless marriage was perhaps the creation of someone who’d never 
been married [which was the case for the author at the time of the book’s publication in 2017], 
driven more by the demands of plot than stemming from character. It’s telling that, as yet, no 
plans have been announced for an adaptation of Rooney’s third novel, the well-received 
Beautiful World, Where Are You published while Conversations was in production.  

Element, in any case, had bigger fish to fry as Conversations went out: in May it was 
announced that a majority stake in the company had been acquired by Fremantle, the global 
production and distribution giant, itself a subsidiary of RTL and thus, indirectly, of media 
Leviathan Bertelsmann. How this new corporate ownership will impact on the production 
decisions of a company already furiously active in international production remains to be seen. 

But, at a funding level at least, local content seen in Ireland was almost universally 
reliant on international financing, often in ways which directly impinged upon the narrative. 
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The most obvious example of the narrative implications was North Sea Connection, a Swedish-
Irish co-production centred around an international drugs operation between Ireland and 
Scandinavia which met a muted response on its Autumn 2022 broadcast. The last series of Lisa 
McGee’s Derry Girls began its run in April 2022, with an episode featuring a memorable cameo 
from Liam Neeson, and, as ever, came courtesy of the largesse of UK broadcaster Channel 4. 
Sharon Horgan’s latest opus, Bad Sisters featuring herself, Eve Hewson, Eva Birthistle and 
Sarah Greene as the eponymous siblings, is a black comedy set in the Dublin’s middle-class 
suburbs. It arrived in August 2022, this time financed by the platform hosting it Apple TV.  

There was some local funding in The Dry, a story of a newly sober emigrant returning 
to the problematic embrace of her Irish family, written by playwright Nancy Harris but even 
here RTE partnered with Britbox, the BBC/ITV streaming joint venture. Over on Virgin Media, 
though their flagship autumn 2022 drama Holding, an adaptation of Graham Norton’s 
bestselling novel of the same name, was set and filmed in Cork and populated with a Irish cast 
– albeit one familiar to international viewers from, variously, Game of Thrones, Derry Girls, 
Peaky Blinders and Normal People. It was also an ITV commission and screened in the UK in 
April 2022, four months before Irish viewers could access it.  

Ironically, Smother, the noir-ish family drama which saw its second series go out on 
RTE in June 2022 and the third series of which is coming to a conclusion as this editorial is 
being written, is both commissioned and largely funded by RTE but is actually made by the 
BBC with Treasure Films as a local production partner.  

Nor is there any reason to think that this pattern is likely to shift. On the plus side, 2022 
saw a plethora of new or renewed television drama productions announced. That February, it 
was announced that a second series of Kin, the most successful Irish television drama of 2021 
(reviewed here by Eoin Ó’Gaora), would commence production in the summer, funded against 
by US streamer AMC+ “in association” with RTE. Three months later, it was announced that a 
third series would be filmed back-to-back with the second.  

In June, in another instance of funding apparently shaping the text, RTE and the IFC 
Cable Channel (itself owned by AMC) had greenlit Sisters about two women living on either 
side of the Atlantic who discover they are siblings and embark on a quest to find their errant 
father. Two months later, in a clear echo of the structure of 2021’s Hidden Assets – which 
teamed an Irish cop with her Belgian equivalent – RTE announced that they were partnering 
with TVNZ in New Zealand to produce The Gone, which follows an Irish Garda detective 
searching for a missing Irish couple on New Zealand’s South Island.  

Based on the descriptions available thus far, Clean Sweep, another forthcoming RTE 
collaboration with AMC (via their Sundance Now channel), will be largely set in Ireland and 
built around Irish characters, as is Northern Lights, a co-production between TG4 and Streamz, 
a Belgian Video on Demand service. Sundance are also partnering with Virgin Media on The 
Vanishing Triangle, a six-part series based on the real-life disappearances of several woman in 
1990s Ireland.  

Made with partial funding from Screen Ireland and the Sound and Vision fund, RTE 
had no direct involvement in the production of Obituary, a macabre comedy shot in Donegal 
by Irish production company Magamedia and the French/UK APC Studios. However, as per 
Normal People, RTE acquired Irish broadcasting rights for the series in November 2022. 
Finally, June 2022 saw principal photography commence in West Cork on Bodkin, a comedy 
thriller series Netflix commissioned from Barack and Michelle Obama’s production vehicle 
Higher Ground.  

Taking all these together – along with Netflix’s March confirmation that they would 
renew two more series of Vikings: Valhalla – it is hard to imagine just how much more 
international Irish television drama production could be.  
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The promise of so much activity certainly supports the case for the plethora of new 
studio builds in the planning stage. In April, the Hackman Capital Partners and Square Mile 
Capital, already owners of Ardmore Studios and Troy Studios, confirmed their development of 
the new Greystones Media campus with a project total investment of €300m. In September 
2022, An Bord Pleanála gave the go-ahead to the Tara Film Studio project in North Wexford 
and in the same month Westmeath County Council voted to materially contravene their own 
development plan in order to facilitate the construction of Hammerlake Studios outside 
Mullingar. Taken together, these projects would more than quadruple the total studio space 
available in Ireland.  

As a final comment, we have often observed before, that it is in the realm of non-fiction 
that we find a local mode of address most consistently in evidence. However, as the list of 
feature fiction discussed above suggests, this distinction is much harder to maintain in looking 
at 2022. Not only were Irish language titles to the fore but, for the most part, there was less of 
a sense of writers and directors shaping their material for unspecified, international audiences. 

This is not to suggest that non-fiction was not as focused on local concerns as ever. 
Whilst Kim Bartley’s fascinating Pure Grit following a young Native American woman as she 
pursued her passion for bare back riding looked beyond these shore, Pat Collins’ career-long 
engagement with the esoteric elements of Irish tradition found new expression in The Dance 
which observed the development of choreographer Michael Keelan-Dolan’s extraordinary Mám 
through rehearsal and into performance. Screen Ireland supported Adiran Sibley’s intense 
warts-n-all portrayal of Limerick’s most famous thespian in The Ghost of Richad Harris which 
combined Harris’s own words with extensive interviews with his contemporaries and, most 
poignantly, his sons as they picked through his archive. Though stylistically very different – 
the first ethereal, the second earthy – Alan Gilsenan’s Baggotonia and Luke McManus’s North 
Circular both evinced a concern with urban spaces, how they are constructed and they in turn 
construct those who live in them.  

However, perhaps the most overt thematic connection across non-fiction work came for 
this reviewer as he exited the Light House Cinema’s Screen One, having watched Nothing 
Compares, Kathryn Ferguson’s rehabilitation of oft-maligned singer Sinead O’Connor. 
Walking through the cinema I noted posters for current and forthcoming releases: Sasha King’s 
Vicky, a quietly furious (like it’s subject) study of institutional neglect of individuals within the 
Irish health care system; Alison Millar’s Lyra a reconstruction from personal recordings of the 
life and work of the young journalist murdered by paramilitaries whilst covering a protest in 
Derry in 2019 and Ciara Nic Chormaic’s Aisling Trí Néallaidh: Clouded Reveries, a study of 
the creative process of acclaim writer Doireann Ní Ghríofa. In other words: four documentaries 
by and about women. This female focus (reflected too in fiction pace the aforementioned POV 
scheme but obviously in titles like Aisha and An Cailín Ciúin) is hardly an accident and suggests 
that the post-#WakingTheFeminists reset of Irish cultural production is not merely rhetorical. 
This is not to suggest that the struggle for a more equitable infrastructure of representation is 
over: initiatives like the various iterations of the X-Pollinator scheme supported by Screen 
Ireland, the BAI, Northern Ireland Screen, the BBC and Creative Europe remain vital if we are 
to encounter the work of female identifying and non-binary people on screen. But it does 
suggest that change is possible. 
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In 1994 McDonagh quit his job at the Department of Trade and Industry and, alone in 
the house in Camberwell, began to write every day. In nine months, he produced drafts 
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of seven plays—his entire dramatic corpus. (Only one of the plays has not been staged: 
“The Banshees of Inisheer,” which, McDonagh says, “isn’t any good.”)2 

 
When the dramas of Martin McDonagh burst onto Irish, British and American stages in the late 
1990s, they became an immediate theatrical phenomenon that attracted both large, enthusiastic 
audiences and critical ambivalence. Combining elements of global audio-visual popular 
entertainment – the excessive verbosity and violence of classical/post-modern American 
cinema being the most often cited – with scenes and situations first forged within the smithy of 
Irish cultural nationalism (notably Synge), McDonagh immediately became a genre unto 
himself, a hyphenated playwright whose outlook was shaped and split between ‘Camberwell 
and Connemara.’ In Ireland this presented particular challenges as theatre critics and 
commentators were keen to celebrate the exuberance and success of one of our own, while also 
remaining wary of familiar charges of exploiting native types and stereotypes. Much ink was 
spilled on questions of authenticity and irony. To an extent this may have developed from 
anxieties around McDonagh’s outsider/insider status as London-Irish – a very different 
perspective to the American-Irish tradition of, say John Ford - but also because he didn’t seem 
to regard theatre very highly, from the outset he was aloof from the art form he was being 
celebrated for revitalising. Rather, he expressed a deep admiration for 1970s American cinema 
and certain directors – Sam Peckinpah, Terence Mallick, Sergio Leone, Martin Scorsese and 
Akira Kurosawa – male and masculine auteurs who revised the tropes and themes of classical 
Hollywood genre filmmaking, in particular the masculine codes and brutal violence of the post-
classical Western. 

It was unsurprising therefore that, having taken the transatlantic theatre world by storm 
in the late 1990s McDonagh soon made a (modest) foray into film making with Six Shooter 
(2004), a 26 min ‘short’ film co-financed by the Irish Film Board and Film Four Lab.3 While 
he later claimed he didn’t have a clue what he was doing as a newbie director, the film won the 
Academy Award for Best Short film along with a raft of other nominations and awards. 
Certainly, the film derives its essential power from qualities already familiar from McDonagh’s 
writing, a distinctive handling of character, language and tonal incongruities in a rural-set drama 
that is at once a grotesque and poignant treatment of [the fragility of?] male mental health.  

Six Shooter takes place within the bare and slightly grubby surrounds of an Irish Rail 
carriage as it moves through the sparse and slightly murderous Irish midlands. On an obvious 
level this is still theatre by other means, a stage-set on wheels, the author merely moving his 
characters through settings that previously were held off-stage. Still, the same might be said of 
John Ford’s Stagecoach (1939), a film set in similarly confined circumstances that became a 
defining Hollywood western of the sound era and made John Wayne a star. Indeed, as the title, 
setting and other narrative elements suggest, the Hollywood western is a key inspiration for Six 
Shooter, as it would also be for McDonagh’s first American film 3 Billboards Outside Ebbing, 
Missouri (2017) – a gender-flipped tale of revenge in the American mid-west. And while his 
feature debut In Bruges (2008) offered a quintessentially old-world European setting and was 
frequently more Fellini than Ford, it also remained at heart a story of men and retributive (if 
regrettable) violence. That film marked the inspired pairing of Brendan Gleeson and Colin 
Farrell, a kind of development of the odd-couple relationship between Brendan Gleeson and 
Rúaidhrí Conroy relationship in Six Shooter – a wiser/older man who must put up with a 
wayward/younger counterpart and similar intergenerational pairings found throughout 
McDonagh’s stage plays.  
                                                 
2 Fintan O'Toole, ‘A Mind in Connemara: The savage world of Martin McDonagh.’ February 26, 2006. 
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2006/03/06/a-mind-in-connemara   
3 Film4’s experimental low-budget arm, the Lab was founded in 1998. It initially drew inspiration from 
developments in digital technology and the ethos of the Dogme movement. 
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The Banshees of Inisherin – a title now repurposed for film – returns to many of these 
elements, overlaying the Irish and American Wests on stylistic and thematic levels as well, 
perhaps, as gesturing towards the Western classical tradition itself in its final moments as its 
leading men look out to sea. It might also be read in relation to two highly successful Irish films 
made by McDonagh’s older brother John - The Guard and Calvary - both of which also feature 
Brendan Gleeson as an ageing figure of male authority whose independence of mind sets him 
apart from the tight-knit west of Ireland locations where he lives. In the latter film he is similarly 
threatened by a younger male member of the community and achieves a kind of stoicism and 
wisdom under threat of immanent, violent death. 

An audience does not need to be familiar with this chain of texts and intertexts, but they 
are perhaps useful in approaching a distinctly “McDonaghesque” universe in which such 
elements are reworked and, I would argue, given a new depth and finesse. Much of the more 
negative debates and commentary around the film – specifically its use of Irish types and 
settings – have been levelled at McDonagh’s previous work; none are new. While its elements 
may be recognisable, the film feels a more concentrated and controlled work than much of his 
previous works, its ambitions more achieved. McDonagh, as well as his leading players Gleeson 
and Farrell (now matured and more secure in their status), have walked this territory before and 
far from re-hashing familiar tropes, they bring depth to the tale and its telling. 

Clearly more visual in ambition, it opens to stunning effect with broad, high angle 
perspectives on the stone walled landscape of ‘Inisherin’, a fictionalisation of Co. Galway’s 
western islands immortalised in the plays of Synge and Robert Flaherty’s Man of Aran (1934) 
(itself a central element in The Cripple of Inishmaan [1996]). The setting seems Technicolor 
pastoral and peaceful, but a second viewing re-reads the neat subdivisions as the carving up 
what would have been otherwise open fields and suggest the film’s central themes of intra-
neighbour conflict and its legacies; a theme less subtly expressed through the growling presence 
of the civil war across on the Irish mainland.  

A second shot brings us to ground level as Pádraic Súilleabháin (Colin Farrell) moves 
through the lush island landscape against a backdrop of turf and donkeys, a busy harbour and a 
rainbow, under the watchful eye of a statue of the Virgin Mary as he greets locals and makes 
his progress. A half-smile expresses a simplicity of character and a setting of permanence and 
predictability: he is at home. The scene has an exaggerated, heightened quality, a folkloric 
rather than simply romantic flavour. The visuals are a knowing amalgamation of Irish tourist 
and Hollywood imagery that recall films like Darby O’Gill and the Little People (1959), 
Finian’s Rainbow (1968) or Far and Away (1992), the music a traditional Bulgarian folk tune 
sung by a female choir.4 Finally, Pádraic reaches his destination – a thatched white cottage 
belonging to his friend Colm Doherty (Brendan Gleeson) – where he knocks but receives no 
answer. Peering through a window he sees his friend sitting inside, indifferent. The confusion 
provoked by the literal and symbolic closed door sets the narrative in motion.  

The opening sequence is incredibly economical, introducing the setting, central 
characters and theme of rejection while establishing its particular, uneasy tone. And it is the 
finely modulated tone – between pathos and pathology – that makes the film the resounding 
success it is.  

In an influential re-reading of The Quiet Man, critic Luke Gibbons sees John Ford’s 
classic 1953 film as more ironic and self-aware than it had been given long been given credit 
for, particularly in Ireland, where it had long been dismissed as the clichéd stereotype of a 
misty-eyed immigrant. Drawing attention to its opening scene where the train journey ends and 
Wayne steps through a ‘looking glass’ into some parallel reality Gibbons notes elements such 
as voice over, visual framing, referencing of earlier texts and the redemptive use of violence to 

                                                 
4 Polegnala E Todora (Love Chant) sung by the Bulgarian State Radio & Television Female Vocal Choir. 
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argue for a knowingness that asked, out loud, ‘Is that for real?’ Clearly the answer is ‘no’ and 
the film, notwithstanding its origins as an Irish short story becomes more than the tale of a 
returned immigrant with the civil war politics around its fringes  

Banshees is a clearly a cinematic descendent of The Quiet Man and Ford’s cinema of 
the West more generally in its small-town setting with, for example, an emphasis on the male 
space and tensions of the saloon, its rich cast of local oddballs and characters, the visual 
elements of landscape, and the framing of scenes through windows and doors. It also 
understands the value of an opening but rather than ‘arriving’ we are dropped straight into a 
world that overlays naturalism with expressionist tendencies: the colours are hyper-saturated, 
camera angles and perspectives subtly exaggerated, the music slightly excessive. British 
photographer John Hinde’s 1950s postcard images of Ireland are a clear reference and 
McDonagh draws not only on their overall aesthetic but their widely recognised subjects to an 
almost uncanny degree; the cottages, seascape, the shawled old woman, even Pádraic’s 
miniature donkey all have their precedents. [figs 2 & 3]. While Hinde’s images – like Ford’s 
contemporaneous film – were decried by politicians and commentators for their ‘backward’ 
stereotypes and tourist gaze as post-war Ireland sought to become modern, here their excess 
distances us from any simplistic social reading. Gone also is the ‘new nostalgia’ for a lost 
Ireland when these images were recuperated in the 1990s and exhibited at the Irish Museum of 
Modern Art (‘Hindesight’). Instead they are mobilised as one might the elements of a fable or 
folktale; exaggerated but familiar signifiers of a pre-modern community.5 That is not to say that 
there are not distinctly Irish social and historical elements within the story – there clearly are in 
its mention of national independence and civil war – but that McDonagh’s text deploys these 
signifiers of Irishness to frame his central, personal theme; what happens when a person 
unilaterally rejects the love of another? As with the battle raging across the bay, individual 
independence comes at a heavy price. 

A crucial element of the film’s tone and meaning is the dissociation between the visual 
imagery and its soundtrack. We note this in the use of Bulgarian choral music in the opening 
sequence and throughout the film Carter Burwell’s enigmatic score avoids the expected 
traditional Irish jigs and airs, alienating – to borrow Brecht’s sense of the term – our response 
to the setting and storyworld. Burwell – long-time collaborator of the Coen Brothers and 
composer for McDonagh’s two previous feature films – has said the director made it clear that 
he absolutely hated "diddly-di Olde Worlde Oirish film music" and wanted none of it in the 
film outside of one or two diegetic instances. Seeking to find a suitable idiom for the soundtrack 
the composer was inspired when reading a Grimms Brothers' version of "Cinderella" with his 
young daughter: “In this version the stepmother has her daughters cut off parts of their feet in 
order to fit into the slipper. I began to look at Martin's story … as a fairy tale, and that 
perspective informed a lot of the writing and instrumentation: celesta, harp, flute, marimba and 
gamelan. Sparkly, dreamy music that matched the beauty of the island but also distanced one 
from the brutality of the physical action.”6  

The film’s blending of tones – pastoral, irony, pastiche and pathos – within the culturally 
sacred landscape of Ireland’s western islands has confused and divided some viewers, 
particularly McDonagh’s controversial track record in regard to such settings. While some see 
it as perpetuating the long-running romanticisation of Emerald Ireland by international cinema, 
others have (unfavourably) compared it with popular Irish-made TV sitcoms from the 
1990s/early 2000s such as D’Unbelievables, Killinascully or Father Ted. Certainly, the highly 
effective reunion of D’Unbelievables comedy duo Jon Kenny and Pat Shortt [creator of 
Killinacully and a regular presence in Father Ted] at the village bar prompts such comparisons 
and suggests that McDonagh draws liberally on this popular, if often unsophisticated genre of 
                                                 
5 Circa Art Magazine, Issue 65: Autumn 1993 
6 https://www.carterburwell.com/projects/Banshees.shtml  
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indigenous TV comedy. (He has elsewhere suggested the unlikely influence of Australian soap 
opera on his earliest plays). Banshees certainly shares familiar elements with such productions 
including stereotypical rural Irish settings, a tight-knit community of eccentric characters and 
internecine relationships, and even a central animating male friendship a la Father Ted/Dougal. 
But while these sitcoms played such tropes for (canned) laughter, McDonagh directs them 
towards darker themes. The ominous presence of Mrs McCormack (Sheila Flitton), a 
Cailleach/Banshee figure who shadows Colm, and suggestion of the sexual and physical abuse 
suffered by Dominic and his later suicide lay a veil of death over the otherwise glorious and 
verdant setting. At the heart of this darkness are the sensitive men at the centre of the story – 
Pádriac, Colm and Dominic – each longing for meaning and recognition in different ways and 
each pushed to sublimate these longings into acts of harm against self and others. 

The Banshees of Inisherin returns McDonagh to the territory of Synge and The Playboy 
of the Western World (1907) of his stage plays in its portrait of islandmen seeking self-
actualisation and the violence this gives rise to, while also inverting its trajectory. For the 
younger men Dominic Kearney (Barry Keoghan) and Pádraic (Farrell) this is pursued through 
the desire for intimacy – both platonic and romantic – with catastrophic consequences. Colm – 
an inversion of Old Mahon’s paternal type – seeks something larger, to move beyond the 
claustrophobia of his small circle and find creative expression. An ageing musician, he has 
recently experienced an epiphany that his time is finite and he wants to use it to more purposeful 
ends. In a sense this is a familiar theme; the older artist seeking immortality, a rage against the 
dying of the light through art and creativity. What makes it wholly unique is that Colm is willing 
to deny himself the very means by which to pursue that dream in order to be granted the right 
to. He is willing to suffer mutilation to make music.  

The daily visit to the pub gives Pádraic’s life both structure and meaning. But for Colm 
however, Pádraic is and always has been ‘dull’ and he had simply not said so before. In setting 
up this shift, McDonagh captures the comforting shelter as well as the repetitive routine of male 
barroom friendship that glosses over the incongruity of associations forged in the haze of 
alcohol. While the bar is a frequent and important setting for male interaction and conflict in 
many Irish plays and films, McDonagh uses it especially well here as a site of ritual and the 
chaos arising from its rupture. 

Colm’s abrupt change in perspective is unfathomable to the loyal and local focus of 
Pádraic’s life and character. ‘I don’t like you no more’ is as confusing and shattering a sentence 
as anyone emotionally invested in another can imagine. It is telling that the only character who 
truly and dispassionately grasps this is Pádraic’s sister Siobhán, played with a combination of 
sympathy and simple pragmatism by Kerry Condon. Siobhán’s intelligence and ambition are 
greater than anyone on the island yet she is powerless to shake her brother from the heartbreak-
turned vengeance resulting from Colm’s rejection. 

Unable to deflect Pádraic ongoing intrusions Colm makes good on his threat and cuts 
off a finger. Then another, until all four. These acts of self-mutilation represent a paradoxical 
effort by Colm to control his world narrative through word, will and action, even if the 
grotesque result is him gleefully conducting his composition for fiddle – ‘the Banshees of 
Inisherin’ – with one mutilated hand while swinging his now unplayable fiddle with his other.  

While a short story might end with this surreal image, McDonagh now drives the 
narrative to a darker conclusion in its final act. Pádraic discovers his miniature donkey Jenny 
dead having eaten the mutilated fingers. The donkey as a figure of innocence and mistreatment 
is a familiar trope of both film and literature – Au Hasard Balthazar (1966), Eo (2022) being 
two notable examples – but she also functions to externalise Pádraic’s essential goodness and 
simplicity, or what Colm disparagingly refers to as his ‘niceness.’ Her death by choking on one 
of Colm’s mutilated fingers thus marks the death of his innocence and his entry into the realm 
of violence summoned up by Colm. McDonagh’s characterisation – and especially Farrell’s 
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skilful performance – position Pádraic as embarking on a path he barely understands but sees 
little choice in pursing, like the young men now fighting brothers and neighbours in the Irish 
civil war. Pádraic then delivers an unprecedented and wholly uncharacteristic threat of violence 
– to burn down his friend’s cottage – even as his promise of protection towards Colm’s dog 
indicates a residual unshakable ‘niceness.’  

The film’s final scene – used as the image for the film’s poster (fig 1) – sees the two 
men encounter one another the morning after the cottage burning. As the once easy friends look 
out to sea and contemplate the meaning and future of a relationship now ruptured, the scene 
takes on a Homeric quality. Colm proposes they are quits but Pádraic insists it is only beginning, 
though Farrell’s uncertain facial expressions tinges this assertion/determination? with 
confusion and a desire for reconciliation. The camera returns to the hilltop of the opening scene 
where Pádraic first came to visit Colm but now we see Mrs McCormack observing it, ominously 
placed between the two men. Such is the nature of violence, once introduced who can say when 
it is finished, when is victory achieved?  

Fintan O’Toole’s 2006 interview with McDonagh includes the recollection of one of his 
earliest writing efforts: 

 
When he was sixteen, he told John a story based on an old folktale: A lonely little boy 
is on a bridge at dusk when a sinister man approaches. The man is driving a cart on the 
back of which are foul-smelling animal cages. The boy conquers his fear, offers the man 
some of his supper, and the two sit and talk. Before the man leaves, he says that he wants 
to give the boy something whose value he may not understand but will soon come to 
appreciate. The boy accepts. The man takes a meat cleaver from his pocket and chops 
off the toes of the boy’s right foot. As the man drives away, he tosses the boy’s toes to 
the rats that have suddenly begun to gather in the gutters of the town, whose name, we 
now learn, is Hamelin. The boy is the only one of Hamelin’s children to survive, because 
he cannot keep up with the other kids, who follow the Piper out of town. 

 
The Banshees of Inisherin clearly reworks this early modification of a folktale in which an older 
male (also a musician) tells a younger man that the mutilation – the symbolic castration – is for 
a greater good. But now, the mature artist turns the violence on himself but loses control and 
unleashes unintended consequences. In his desire to live and create on his own terms, the 
musician has brought pain, harm and potentially even his own death. Yet perhaps it is worth it. 
This, after all, is what he truly aspires to … 
 

- Do you know who we remember for how nice they was in the 17th Century? 
- Who? 
- Absolutely no-one. Yet we all remember the music of the time. Everyone, to a man, 

knows Mozart’s name. 
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[fig. 2] 

 
[fig. 3] 
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Exposing Direct Provision: Aisha  
(Frank Berry, 2022)  
 
Reviewer: Anthony P. McIntyre (University College Dublin) 
 
Aisha (2022) opens with the sounds of drumming and, following the initial credits and title 
screen, we see images of a group of men and women of different ethnicities dancing to 
traditional African music. The people are lost in the enjoyment of the dance, smiles playing 
across their faces as their bodies move in time with the music. Our first glimpse of the title 
character of the film is at this point as she obstructs a clear view of all the dancers, centred in 
the framing, out of focus and captured from behind, nodding along appreciatively with the 
music. This first image encapsulates both the centrality of Aisha to the story, and the self-
preserving keeping of distance that she strives to maintain. This somewhat utopian scene is then 
interrupted by men in uniform—the guards and staff who run this direct provision centre as we 
soon learn—shutting down the class and telling the organisers that the room is “booked for 
staff” despite remonstrations from the organisers that the space had been reserved and that they 
were almost finished. The power imbalance in the accommodation centre is quickly established, 
as we see Aisha warning a fellow resident not to challenge the staff, foreshadowing later events 
in the film where she does just that with negative consequences.  

If the opening of Aisha is somewhat blunt in its metaphorical evocation of a vibrant 
multicultural space being repressed by a petty and inflexible bureaucracy, the film goes on to 
develop a more nuanced account of the difficulties of those trapped within the asylum-seeking 
system in Ireland. This is achieved, through a series of comparisons and contrasts the film sets 
out between its central and peripheral characters, non-Irish and Irish alike. The film also 
presents the Irish countryside in a manner that upends its usual idyllic associations of 
community and solace. The film is the third feature from director Frank Berry following I Used 
to Live Here (2014) and Michael Inside (2017), the two films he made after his breakout 
documentary Ballymun Lullaby (2011). Aisha marks the latest addition to an impressive body 
of work that brings a much-needed focus on those living on the margins of contemporary 
Ireland and secures Berry’s status as the leading Irish proponent of a socially conscious cinema, 
informed by the extensive research of the social systems he portrays. 

The film follows Aisha Osagie, a Nigerian refugee, played by Guyanese-British actress 
Letitia Wright, as she negotiates the bureaucratic intricacies of the international protection 
application process and associated accommodation and welfare provisions (direct provision as 
the system is named) in contemporary Ireland. Over the course of the film Aisha is moved on 
from her accommodation twice causing her to lose her part-time job and jeopardise a 
burgeoning relationship with security guard Conor (Josh O’Connor) whom she befriends at the 
direct provision centre we see at the film’s opening. In its usage of on location shooting and 
non-professional actors in background roles, the film deploys some of the key features of social 
realist cinema, a mode of filmmaking most associated with English director Ken Loach, though 
the influence of European filmmakers such as the Dardennes brothers and the Romanian new 
wave are apparent in this work as well. However, the casting of Wright, who balances her 
impressive output in independent cinema features such as The Silent Twins with mainstream 
fare such as the Black Panther: Wakanda Forever, brings an A-list billing to this restrained 
feature, perhaps reflecting awards-season ambitions for this film. Certainly, Wright’s presence, 
and that of her English Emmy-winning co-star O’Connor (The Crown) may give some clue as 
to the film being optioned by the UK broadcaster Sky, which marketed the film as a “Sky 
Original,” with the film getting dual release in cinemas and on Sky Cinema and Sky’s streaming 
option NOW TV.  Sky is increasingly vying with streaming rivals such as Netflix and Amazon, 
and an investment in prestige drama film is one of the main strategies it has employed (Pulver 
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2023). Aisha’s combination of award-winning and high-profile central talent combined with a 
socially resonant narrative that captures one of the most pressing issues facing Western nations 
aligns with this strategy and pilots a potentially viable mode of distribution for future Irish film 
in a cinematic era increasingly shaped by the competing strategies of streaming platforms. 

A central theme of the film is the tension between the self-protective barrier that Aisha 
has erected in which a brittle emotional resilience is seemingly underpinned through the 
repression of traumatic memories, and a system that demands the potential refugee explains in 
as explicit terms as possible the events that caused them to flee in the first place. Aisha’s lawyer, 
in advance of her panel interview to gain the right to stay in Ireland, warns that she needs to 
“put them in the room” as she recounts an incident in which her father and brother were killed, 
and she was raped. The film’s strongest critique is achieved in highlighting the insensitivities 
of a system that processes some of the most vulnerable people at the fringes of society. It is 
tempting to draw a parallel between the understandable reticence of the central character and 
the aesthetic qualities of the film itself. Unlike several recent films and television dramas 
dealing with the refugee narratives, Aisha seemingly refuses to abide by conventional 
techniques for securing audience engagement. We are not provided with any dramatic scenes 
of violence in flashback, the romance between Aisha and Conor is lightly sketched as the 
reserved pair tentatively negotiate their burgeoning feelings, and there is little humour to leaven 
the tension-filled narrative. Likewise, the ending of the film withholds any resolution that might 
provide catharsis for the watching audience. 

  

 
Figure 1: Aisha and Conor converse on a Dublin Bus 
 

Other recent portrayals of asylum-seeking within Ireland and Europe have utilised 
popular genre features in seeking out an audience. Irish drama series Taken Down (RTÉ, 2018), 
for instance, also features a Nigerian asylum seeker in the direct provision system who comes 
into conflict with petty and corrupt accommodation staff, but the television drama, taking cues 
from the recent success of Nordic noir drama, depicts the aftermath of the murder of a young 
woman and utilises a police procedural narrative foregrounding prostitution and organised 
crime. One of Wright’s earlier lead roles was in the BBC television drama Glasgow Girls 
(2013). This drama was based on the true story of a group of refugee girls of school age in 
Glasgow who fronted a campaign to prevent their friend being deported and highlighted the 
practice of dawn raids and children being separated from their friends and uprooted from their 
education by the immigration authorities in the UK. Glasgow Girls, distinct but drawing 
influence from the successful stage musical of the same name which preceded it, uses both 
musical numbers, as well as a narrative of working-class community cohesion to craft an 
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uplifting account of the vagaries of the UK immigration system as well as the possibilities of 
change through organised protest.  

Aisha, in contrast, has the much more challenging, on a narrative level, task of reflecting 
a system tied up with bureaucracy, that is seemingly engineered to thwart the speedy resolution 
of the claim. This goes against the forward momentum that characterises popular cinema and 
televisual narrative. Celebrated filmmaker John Sayles, who has worked as a Hollywood script 
editor on big budget movies such as Apollo 13, has detailed that a major element of this type of 
work is “to take out factors which get in the way of a smooth flow of story or the perceived 
enjoyment of a mass audience, and these are often the political and economic realities of 
whatever era the movie is set in” (Quoted in Tzioumakis 2011, 339). Aisha, thus, in focusing 
solely on its central character’s political and economic impediments, goes against the grain of 
popular narrative, and emerges at a moment when this form of social realist filmmaking is 
purportedly in decline (Rose 2019). Even I, Daniel Blake (2016), Ken Loach’s celebrated film 
detailing the plight of a man caught up in a similarly byzantine bureaucratic system to the one 
depicted in Aisha while trying to receive employment and support allowances to which he is 
entitled has a seam of black humour running through it to counterbalance the bleakness of its 
excavation of failing social care in the UK. If, as some accounts put it, films such as this struggle 
to make an impact beyond middle-class cinephile audiences who feel “guilty for watching, but 
guiltier for not watching” then the aesthetic approaches taken in such filmmaking are perhaps 
open to question. 

While Aisha’s ability to find an audience is perhaps worthy of deliberation, the deftness 
with which it presents its subject matter is not in doubt. As mentioned, one method by which 
the film provides a multi-faceted account of the attitudes of those caught up in the system and 
those they encounter daily is through a series of parallels and comparisons. Aisha’s interactions 
with the customers in the hairdressing salon in which she works part-time, for instance, are 
contrasted with the conversations she has with the fellow residents for whom she provides 
beauty treatments in her room. While the Irish salon customers make polite conversation, they 
occasionally betray well-meaning but misguided opinions, such as one customer’s assertion 
that “it’s good they make you work now, isn’t it?” When Aisha is later vindictively moved to a 
rural direct provision centre, she is forced to give up her job, exposing the precarity of such 
employment. The contrasting montage within the detention centre provides an opportunity for 
people caught up in direct provision (the characters are played for the most part by non-
professional actors evidently drawing upon direct experience) to give some insight into their 
status, highlighting some of the inadequacies of the Irish system.  

Aisha’s relationship with Conor foregrounds the parallels between the two, as we learn 
of his own situation as a former prisoner and victim of childhood sexual abuse. The relationship 
provides a segue between Berry’s previous award-winning film Michael Inside, which detailed 
the failings of the Irish prison system, and Aisha’s portrayal of direct provision. The parallels 
between incarceration and the treatment of those claiming international protection repeatedly 
emerge throughout the film. At one point, Aisha and Conor meet some of his former 
acquaintances from prison, exchange pleasantries and move on. It is a seemingly 
inconsequential moment but underlines the difficulties of those on the fringes of society to 
integrate and thrive in contemporary Ireland. The homologies between those predominantly 
coming from deprived communities within Ireland and those seeking international protection 
at the time of writing in early 2023 resonate with a national conversation regarding the 
placement of asylum seekers in accommodation in working class urban areas. The Irish 
government’s tendency to accommodate asylum seekers in urban areas that are already lacking 
in resources has fuelled far-right elements within these communities, and sparked counter-
protests from those asserting that asylum seekers are welcome, but that there should be a greater 
level of consultation regarding the provision of services. Certainly Aisha, and indeed Berry’s 
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entire oeuvre, makes the case for these communities having more in common than not and in 
its empathetic presentation of the plight of those caught up in direct provision offers a 
compelling case for an expansive deployment of social justice in the Ireland of the 2020s. 

One central theme of Aisha is the presentation of mobility as a paradoxical brake on 
agency. The centrality of mobility is conveyed through the film’s mise-en-scène, in which 
Aisha is commonly depicted either waiting for or taking public transport. The growing intimacy 
between Aisha and Connor, for instance, is charted visually through their initially physical 
distance while waiting at a bus stop, to the pair gradually sitting nearer each other and 
conversing on the bus (figure 1), finally to them making journeys together on a coach trip to 
the rural residence to which she is moved. Part of the film’s message is that mobility, associated 
with freedom and autonomy, not least in the machinations of popular cinema, can also be 
experienced punitively. While it may seem as if the restriction of one’s movement in a carceral 
context and the enforced dislocations that are common to direct provision are very different. As 
political geographer Nick Gill suggests, ‘mobility is perfectly commensurate with confinement 
and has been used as a constituent element of confinement within prisons for many years’ (Gill 
2013, 20). A key exchange early in the film has Aisha challenge the manager of her 
accommodation in Dublin, when she seeks to comfort a family being moved as they are hastily 
ushered into a car, and is being told to move inside. “This is not a prison,” she argues, “we can 
stand out here.” The rest of the film, in effect, charts the ramifications of the manager’s softly 
spoken response, “Keep that up. See where it gets you.” 

Where it gets Aisha, of course, is moved against her wishes to a rural direct provision 
centre, where she no longer has the possibility of paid employment. Rural Ireland has a number 
of longstanding associations in cinema from its earliest depictions in films like The Lad from 
Old Ireland (1902), to Hollywood classic The Quiet Man (1956) and up to the present with 
celebrated films such as The Banshees of Inisherin (2022). As film scholar Conn Holohan 
(2015, 17) argues, these cinematic conventions conjure a rural Ireland that often serves as a 
respite from the vagaries of the urban. However, for Aisha the move to a rural accommodation 
has none of the associations with “intimacy and homecoming” (Holohan 2015, 17) common in 
depictions of the Irish countryside. The jeopardy of this move is quickly made clear in a short 
scene in which we see Aisha waiting at a bus stop, only for a car of three predatory young men 
to stop at the isolated spot waving a €50 note, asking “Do you want to earn some money?” The 
vulnerability of asylum seekers to prostitution was one of the key reasons why the ban on the 
right to work for those within the system was lifted in 2018, yet the lack of opportunities for 
work within commutable distance of the more isolated centres show the inadequacies of the 
government amendment.  

 

 
Figure 2: The rural direct provision centre contradicts conventional depictions of rural dwellings in Irish cinema. 
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In some ways Aisha presents an ambivalent depiction of the Irish rural landscape. 
Occasional images, such as a shot showing the Bus Eireann coach she is travelling on slowly 
traversing a country road across barren but scenic hilly terrain could have been lifted directly 
from Tourism Ireland promotional materials. However, one striking image of the rural direct 
provision centre (figure 2) gains force from how alien it is from traditional depictions of rural 
domiciles. If we accept that the Irish cottage has been an enduring symbol of Irishness, one that 
has persisted in palimpsestic form across various media from the paintings of Paul Henry to the 
classic cinematic depictions detailed above on to contemporary iterations on social media and 
reality television (McIntyre 2021, 69-73), the depiction of the rural direct provision centre in 
wide shot (figure 2) seems its very antithesis. Rather than quaint and individualised, the gated 
community of temporary homes set in a geometrical formation is homogenised and void of 
character. Redolent of carceral architectures from wartime prison camps to the H-blocks in 
Troubles era Northern Ireland, this image of domesticity is all the more severe situated as it is 
in the verdant and lush surroundings of the Irish countryside. While the inhabitants are free, as 
one direct provision centre worker puts it, to leave at any point, with few connections or 
possibilities for employment, these sites are presented as de facto open prisons.  

Aisha presents the direct provision system as one characterised by a crisis of inadequate 
means and in need of urgent upgrade. The film is set before the current influx of Ukrainian 
refugees into Ireland in the wake of Russia’s invasion of that country. This tragic development 
has seen the numbers of people seeking international protection rise exponentially. Given the 
dramatic escalation in numbers that has taken place over the space of two years, and the 
attendant tensions it has raised within Irish communities touched upon above, Aisha’s grim 
depiction of the system’s functioning prior to its rapid expansion is both timely and a cause for 
grave concern. 

Film scholar John Hill (1999, 111; 244) has argued that national cinemas should be 
“capable of registering the lived complexities of ... ‘national’ life” and often need to encompass 
“multiple national, regional and ethnic identities.” In Aisha we have a salient example of the 
possibilities of an empathetic and morally resolute cinema, one that tackles head on some of 
the issues of identity that have come to the fore in recent years. The contrasting images that 
Berry provides toward the end of the film, suggestive as they are of tourism and incarceration 
in turn, highlight the contradictions of a contemporary Ireland whose status as an outpost of 
Fortress Europe jostles uneasily alongside its preferred image as the “land of a thousand 
welcomes.”  
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The commercial and critical reception of AMC/RTÉ co-production series Kin (2021) indicates 
both the enduring popularity of crime-drama series more generally, and the indelible mark left 
upon Irish television by the enormous success of RTÉ’s earlier gangster-drama series 
Love/Hate (2010-2014). Any domestic Irish crime drama released in the wake of Love/Hate’s 
ascension to the level of appointment viewing seems doomed to being repeatedly discussed 
only in reference to its predecessor: indeed, Kin, despite being described by critics as “generally 
disinterested in the clichés of Irish gangster drama – some of them established by the 
broadcaster's own Love/Hate a decade ago” (Power 2021b, np.), Kin is referred to as being “like 
a gloomier Love/Hate” (Power 2021a, np.), either a “modern day Love/Hate or a terrible knock 
off” (Limerick Voice 2021, np.) and “a D4 version of Love/Hate” (O’Loughlin 2021, np.).  

This final comparison, with its specific geographic reference to one of Dublin’s most 
affluent neighbourhoods is perhaps most indicative of what sets Kin apart from its televisual 
antecedent. Love/Hate rarely depicted Dublin in a recognisable fashion, focusing instead on a 
vaguely connected network of anonymous concrete suburbs and identical rows of terraced 
housing that form what has been usefully termed a “mythological arena” – a non-place whose 
only recognisable iconography is delivered through “glimpses of Dublin in intermittent fast-
edited montages that do not create any sense of place” (McGuirk 2012, 227). While rarely 
recognisable, what unifies the disparate landscapes depicted in Love/Hate is that all are far from 
thriving, instead forming a complex tapestry of what Ralf Haekel has described as 
dysfunctional, declining communities (2019, 85). However, by obscuring the iconography of 
the city, and expelling its criminals to anonymous suburbs only loosely connected to one 
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another, Love/Hate avoids characterising Dublin more widely as a community in decline, as the 
dysfunctional criminal families stand apart from the city. 

Where Kin differs from Love/Hate then, is in the fashion alluded to in the above 
reference to it as a ‘D4’ variant on the crime-drama series. Unlike the series to which it is 
compared, Kin is specifically, and explicitly, concerned with constructing a recognisable 
iconography of Dublin within which it situates its characters. From this construction and 
conceptualisation of the city, Kin derives a great deal of its cultural, contemporary relevance, 
elevating it from a more mundane imitation of pre-existing series, either national in the case of 
Love/Hate, or other, international crime dramas with a focus on family (The Sopranos being 
the most prominent example), to a series which provides a deep, and profoundly pessimistic 
account of Dublin’s slow transformation into a city where the gleaming churches of 
contemporary international capital sit alongside the rusting wreckage of tradition and domestic 
industry.  

The series’ warring Kinsella and Cunningham families are positioned alongside not the 
traditional sites of criminality in Irish film and television productions, such as the run-down 
housing estates of Darndale or the rarely-identified but easily recognised working-class 
neighbourhoods simply referred to as ‘the flats’. Such locations, evocative of a Dublin of the 
past, are instead passed over in favour of slick, modern and recently constructed or renovated 
locations in whose shadows the criminality of the families takes place. Perhaps the most 
prominent example of this is the glass-panelled behemoth of the Aviva Stadium, which hangs 
above the home of Jimmy (Emmet Scanlan) and Amanda Kinsella (Clare Dunne) and is one of 
the recognisable landmarks to which Kin repeatedly returns. Situated on Lansdowne Road, the 
Aviva Stadium replaced the historical Lansdowne Road Stadium, constructed in 1872, but 
demolished in 2007 and named for the international insurance giant who paid over €40 million 
to secure the right to christen the stadium. Much of the series’ drama and intrigue takes place 
in the shadow of the stadium, a symbol of the demolition of historic Dublin, and its replacement 
by modern buildings, frequently funded by or built for international corporations. This stadium 
casts a shadow over the homes of several central characters, a looming reminder of the 
demolition of the past and the construction of the new. This is a thread which runs throughout 
the show, as it repeatedly portrays Dublin as a city of awkward, irreconcilable divides, a conflict 
between historical, cultural continuity and contemporary development and re-development that 
attempts to imitate or borrow from historic Dublin, with the juxtaposition of the historic and 
the contemporary imitation forming what has been described as an “inauthentic vista” with 
“new and restored buildings a pastiche of the original architectural design [that] should be 
characterised as inauthentic buildings” (Lowe 2014, 249-250).  

In Kin, this inauthentic vista is explored through the visual positioning of old alongside 
new, with contemporary imitations of historic Dublin peering into frame repeatedly, favoured 
at times of high emotion. When Amanda, overcome with grief and rage in the wake of her son’s 
murder, deliberately crashes her car, she is treated by paramedics on the pavement, sitting 
completely still while the space around her fills with motion. Behind her is a redbrick terraced 
house, typical of historic Dublin neighbourhoods. As Amanda sinks wordlessly into shock and 
grief, however, the camera gradually pulls back, widening the frame to reveal the presence of 
a contemporary imitation of a historic terraced home, with the low positioning of the camera 
exaggerating its height and proximity (figure 1). These contemporary homes, despite their 
inhabitation by families, do not unite family members ‘under one roof’. Instead, the architecture 
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of the domestic space indicates and exaggerates their separation and alienation, the breakdown 
of the nuclear family portrayed visually (figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 1: Amanda is treated by paramedics, as a historic building and its contemporary imitation sit alongside one 
another. Kin, Episode 2 
 

 
Figure 2: Deep focus exaggerates the space between Amanda and Jimmy, while the architecture of their family 
home separates them from their son. Kin, Episode 2 
 

Not only does Kin engage with a Dublin dualism that positions the historic alongside 
the contemporary, the latter frequently depicted as replacing or displacing the former (as in the 
case of the Aviva Stadium), but the series frequently and explicitly positions sites of criminality 
alongside those of capitalism. Indeed, crime, commerce and capital are in such close proximity 
in Kin, that they frequently bleed into one another, as careful analysis of the series’ spatial and 
geographical positioning reveals. Frank Kinsella (Aidan Gillen), patriarch of the crime family 
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which bears his name, launders his money and imports his drugs through the operation of a 
small, otherwise legitimate sun-tanning salon, wherein wads of cash and parcels of drugs are 
hidden within the inner workings of sunbeds. Frank’s use of a small, family-owned and operated 
business is indicative of the small scale of his criminal operation, and the salon’s location in a 
domestic property in an anonymous part of Dublin seems to indicate his apparent ‘authenticity’ 
– despite being criminal, his is a strictly family business, and Frank a relatively small fish in 
the criminal underworld. This perception is only reinforced by a comment by Frank’s sister, 
Bridget ‘Birdy’ Goggins (Marie Doyle Kennedy), who at one point describes the Kinsellas as 
merely “playing at being gangsters”, and further by Frank’s uneasy attempts at the socialite 
lifestyle: he is frequently depicted patronising the up-market bars and restaurants of Dublin, or 
attending what appear to be refined parties in modern apartments and houses. Despite his 
attendance at these events and locations that may otherwise mark him out as belonging to the 
upper classes, Frank’s attempts at social mobility are characterised as insincere and awkward – 
he is more at home in discussion with family members and Kinsella-family foot soldiers than 
in the elite circles of life in the capital, and his semi-closeted queerness seems to mark him out 
as Other – early in the series, he abandons an up-market bar to engage in a homosexual tryst 
with the young barman. 
 The Kinsellas’ domesticity and narrative emphasis on family (in international markets, 
the series tagline suggests they possess a secret weapon in “the unbreakable bonds of family”) 
marks them out as perhaps more traditional, ‘old-school’ criminals. By contrast, cartel boss 
Éamon Cunningham (Ciarán Hinds), is a far more isolated figure, through whom the series 
articulates its treatise on the city and on the effects of globalisation, neoliberalism and the 
whole-hearted embrace of capital by the State. Dispensing with the North-Inner-City accent 
and tracksuits (along with their working-class connotations) of previous screen gangsters, such 
as Love/Hate’s Nidge (Tom Vaughn-Lawlor) or Cardboard Gangsters’ Jason Connolly (John 
Connors), Cunningham is a suit-clad and articulate leader of what appears to be a major 
international cartel. In both actions and appearance, Cunningham resembles more a CEO than 
a gangster. He traverses the city in a chauffeured car, making frequent trips to the airport, and 
maintains holiday properties in southern Spain. His reaction to crises is frequently financial. 
His response to the series’ inciting incident, the murder by a Cunningham foot soldier of 
teenaged Kinsella family member Jamie, is to offer the bereaved parents financial compensation 
in the form of a carrier bag stuffed with bank notes, and attempts to endear himself to Michael 
Kinsella (Charlie Cox), brother-in-law of bereaved Amanda, with the offer of a holiday home 
in Spain’s Costa del Sol. When his estranged wife reveals to him her diagnosis of cancer, his 
immediate response is couched in the terms of finance – despite her resistance, he insists that 
they travel to the US to get a second opinion and avail of better, but hugely expensive 
treatments, at his own expense.  
 Beyond the couching of almost every aspect of Cunningham’s character in terms of 
finance and luxury, Kin again utilises spatial and geographical messaging to characterise him 
as embodying and representing capital, Where the Kinsellas’ criminality is focused upon 
domestic properties, depicted as lying in the shadow of corporate, postmodern landmark the 
Aviva Stadium, the use of low-angle videography creating a looming monolith of the stadium, 
Cunningham is positioned as proximate to, and indeed above, the contemporary centres of 
capital in Dublin. His movement through the city over the course of the series speaks to the 
redevelopment of certain areas and industries at the cost of others. Rather than the small-
business salon which provides the Kinsella headquarters, Cunningham conducts his affairs from 
the rooftop bar of the luxurious Mayson Hotel, near to Dublin’s docklands. Whilst this does 
place Cunningham in proximity to historic sites of deprivation and resulting criminality in the 
inner-city, this positioning, when coupled with the series’ visual and verbal description of 
Cunningham, is striking in its characterisation of the cartel leader as proximate to capital. The 
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hotel from which he administers his criminal enterprise is only a short distance from the Irish 
Financial Services Centre (IFSC). The IFSC, purportedly the site which birthed Ireland’s 
modern economy, now functions as the gravitational centre for Dublin’s financial and 
technological corporations, whose headquarters surround it, as well as being a key site for the 
concentration and management of international wealth in Ireland – the centre describes itself as 
“one of the leading hedge-fund service centres in Europe” whose “importance … to the Irish 
economy is indisputable” (IFSC 2022, np).  

The IFSC centre came to epitomise in the public mind the economic transformation in 
Ireland in the late 20th century. Beginning in 1987, the IFSC became a Special Economic Zone, 
where companies within the zone would pay a special corporate tax rate of just 10%. Upon the 
reduction in Ireland’s national corporate tax rate to 12.5% in 2003, the IFSC ceased to provide 
a tax benefit to companies headquartered there. Despite this, the centre still represents the 
inward flow of investment which accompanied Ireland’s economic transformation, and many 
of the international corporate giants which the low corporate tax rates attracted remain 
headquartered in the area. 

The placing of a major criminal such as Éamon Cunningham in such close proximity to 
the IFSC, away from the typical setting of Irish crime dramas in housing estates and suburbs, 
in addition to the aforementioned corporate-esque persona of Cunningham, indicates Kin’s 
positioning of criminality and corporatism as proximate to capital. That the series abandons the 
vaguer geographies and iconographies of its filmic and televisual antecedents, such as 
Love/Hate’s ‘mythological arena’, only ever glimpsed in snatches of quick-cut montages, or 
Dublin Murder’s focus on exurbs and the commuter belt of liminal small towns that surround 
the capital, and instead chooses to construct an immediately recognisable iconography, 
particularly when depicting Cunningham, allowing the viewer to easily locate the centres of 
criminality, speaks to this positioning being either a deliberate choice, or indicative of the 
lasting impact of Ireland’s economic transformation (and the accompanying scandal, collapse, 
and well publicised corruption) upon the national psyche. 
 Through the positioning of Cunningham’s headquarters in close proximity to the IFSC 
and the construction of an easily recognisable iconography of Dublin, Kin situates Cunningham 
in an area which was historically one of the most deprived in Ireland. However, the series is 
careful not to suggest that the replacement of social housing with gleaming office blocks and 
boutique hotels is a form of social uplift inclusive of those who previously inhabited the 
Docklands area. Instead, Kin depicts visually and narratively that the re-development of the 
Docklands has been a form of urban expulsion, and that dereliction within the capital persists, 
despite the continuing inward flow of capital. The series vivid depiction of vast, gleaming office 
blocks and luxury apartments as in such close proximity to urban wastelands and the derelict, 
decaying sites of former indigenous Irish industry indicates a level of doubt about the 
supposedly transformative and uplifting effects of Ireland’s economic transformation. 
 The presence of Cunningham, a criminal, in the Docklands, is perhaps unsurprising. 
Historically, Dublin’s inner-city has been plagued by deprivation and accompanying 
criminality, with the area particularly devastated by the development of the heroin trade in the 
1980s. The explosion of the drugs trade in the early 1980s was accompanied by, and indeed 
precipitated, the negotiation and announcement in 1982 of the so-called Gregory Deal. This 
deal, negotiated between independent TD for Dublin Central Tony Gregory, and then Taoiseach 
and leader of Fianna Fáil Charles Haughey. Worth IR£80 million, the Gregory deal would have 
seen Dublin’s inner city, and a 27-acre parcel of land in the docklands area, transformed: the 
State was to purchase swathes of land in the inner city, create thousands of jobs, and build 400 
homes in the docklands area, in addition to a commitment to construct 1,600 elsewhere (The 
Irish Times, 2009). The deal would also have seen Haughey’s government, under the influence 
of Gregory, “[accept] the urgency of dealing with the drug problem” (Rafferty 2012, np). 
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However, Haughey’s government collapsed, and the Gregory Deal with it. The Haughey 
government were replaced by a coalition of the Labour Party and Fine Gael, whose programme 
for government was described as “the dreary eternal return of the same right-wing economics”, 
with the transformative spending programme of the Gregory Deal “cast aside like dog shite off 
a shoe” (Rafferty 2012, np). 
 The history of the Gregory Deal, then, intersects with Kin’s depiction of Dublin in two 
ways. Firstly, the modern metropolis Cunningham seems so at home in, and in which the series 
is careful to locate him, is directly linked to the collapse of the deal. Instead of social housing, 
the 27 acres of land in the docklands area became the IFSC. Where homes were to stand, 
corporations instead erected vast warrens of concrete and glass, attracted by the State’s 
designation of the area as a Special Economic Zone, subject to a corporate tax rate of just 10%. 
Instead of serving a direct social need, to benefit those who already lived in the area, the State 
stood by, in the words of one of the Gregory Deal’s architects, as “the whole docklands were 
subsequently developed as a financial hub with profit as the god, and bankers and speculators 
as its ardent high priests” (Rafferty 2012, np). The effort to squash the drugs trade, and the 
accompanying social programmes, never materialised. By the time any real action was taken to 
control the influx of drugs into inner-city Dublin, “the heroin horse had bolted” (Rafferty 2012, 
np). The placement of Cunningham’s headquarters then, in a luxurious hotel restaurant adjacent 
to the IFSC, and his role in the importation of heroin, is particularly striking – Cunningham’s 
financial fixation seems to embody the worshipping of profit, while his wearing of a tailored 
suit in place of expensive tracksuits and his proximity to the centres of capital, codes him as 
more akin to one of profit’s ‘ardent high priests’, than his televisual antecedents such as Nigel 
“Nidge” Farrelly of Love/Hate. 
 Accompanying the series’ singular characterisation of criminality and its proximity to 
capital, evocative of Dublin’s transformation into a hub of international capital, is Kin’s 
characterisation of this transformation as having displaced and degraded the existing 
infrastructure of the city. The historic industries of Dublin’s outer docklands are depicted as 
abandoned, derelict and decaying, in contrast to the finance-and-tech dominated inner 
docklands. Characters frequently journey outward from the modern centre of the city to the 
wastelands that surround it, their outward journeys suggesting the replacement and 
displacement of indigenous industry, as well as a sense of cause-and-effect. Most strikingly, 
Poolbeg Generating Station, whose towering red-and-white twin smokestacks (affectionately 
known as ‘the Stacks’) have become synonymous with Dublin, are depicted not as the brightly-
painted silhouettes against a setting sun they frequently appear as in a multitude of forms from 
posters to tea-towels. Instead, the fire that once burned at the base of these towers to power the 
city is extinguished, their once-bright exterior streaked by rust. Made redundant by the decision 
to import energy from abroad, the Stacks, as they appear in Kin, seem to serve as a reminder of 
times past, their ruin accompanying the Kinsella family’s decline (closely linked with the 
towers throughout the series’ opening episodes) and the ascension and dominance of the 
Cunninghams’ international operation. The only fire which still burns at the Stacks is that of 
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the Kinsella brothers’ get-away car, bursting into flame as they dispose of the evidence of their 
latest murder in the wasteland surrounding the city’s most recognisable landmark (figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 3: The decaying form of the Poolbeg Towers stands over the flaming wreckage of the Kinsella brothers’ 
getaway car. Kin, Episode 3 
 
 Kin, then, constructs a vision of Dublin that differs starkly from its televisual 
predecessor Love/Hate, out of whose shadow the series often struggles to emerge. Whereas 
Love/Hate situates itself within the ‘mythological arena’ of a loosely defined “gangland” 
wherein the city “is only glimpsed in fleeting montages evoking an anonymous postmodernist 
metropolis” and “none of the characters interact in any serious way with the ‘outside-world’” 
(McGuirk 2012, 227), Kin instead takes care to craft an immediately recognisable iconography 
of the capital, from the iconic Poolbeg Stacks to modern landmarks such as the Aviva Stadium. 
Through the construction of a recognisable iconography, Kin places criminality in proximity to 
capital, and its characterisation of Éamon Cunningham makes clear the series draws little 
distinction between the two. Perhaps most striking, however, is the series conceptualising of 
the city as inherently dualistic – a tale of two cities, uneasily occupying the same space. The 
gleaming office blocks of multinational corporations dominate the once-deprived docklands 
area, while the rust-streaked remains of the indigenous industry they displaced lie idle only a 
short distance away. Attempts by the modern to emulate the historic are evident – historic 
redbrick terraces abound, but their contemporary imitations peek into view and form an 
inauthentic urban vista, their architecture carving up the family home into distinct and alienated 
cells. Both halves of the city seem to orbit different centres: the new, shining metropolis turns 
around the IFSC, while the ruins of the old city centre upon the still-standing, but disused 
remains of the Poolbeg Stacks. Ultimately, Kin puts forward a palimpsestic view of Dublin – 
the old has been erased and overwritten with the new, yet something of the original remains. At 
times of high emotion, the inauthentic nature of the new seems obvious, while at calmer 
moments, the old is merely hinted at – it bleeds through the clean concrete expanses of the new, 
like old lines of rust seeping through fresh paint. 
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The Wonder  
(Sebastián Lelio, 2022) 
 
Reviewer: Graham Price (NUI Maynooth) 
 
Sebastian Lelio’s The Wonder (2022) is an adaptation of Emma Donoghue’s 2016 novel of the 
same name. Donoghue also wrote the film script. The film is set in 1862 in post-famine Ireland 
and centres on the English nurse Elizabeth Wright (Florence Pugh) who goes to Ireland to 
investigate a supposed miracle involving Anna O’Donnell (Kila Cassidy), an eleven-year old 
girl living on a farm with her mother (Elaine Cassidy, Kila’s real life mother), father, and sister 
in the Irish midlands. Anna has supposedly survived without food for four months, claiming 
that she is living on “manna from heaven”. Elizabeth has been charged, along with an Irish nun, 
to keep watch on Anna for two weeks and judge the authenticity of this “miraculous 
occurrence”. At the end of this period of observation, both watchers are to present separate 
reports to a committee comprised of doctors and priests (all men).  The film spans the majority 
of this two-week period and examines Elizabeth’s growing friendship with Anna as both 
struggle with the traumatic events from their pasts that continue to haunt them. We learn that 
Anna’s brother has died several years before and Elizabeth has suffered several personal losses.   

The film begins in Brechtian fashion by showing the viewers the film’s carefully 
constructed, very artificial set and by having a narrator (Niamh Algar, who also plays Anna’s 
elder sister) telling the audience the name of the film and how the characters who inhabit this 
cinematic world have complete faith in the stories they tell and how they seek an audience to 
have the same level of faith in the authenticity of their orally delivered accounts. This framing 
device has the effect of situating the film in the Irish storytelling tradition in which how the 
narratives are related are as important as the content of the stories being told.7 The reference to 
the word ‘faith’ is also important because the faith and specifically faith in specific narratives 
is one of the major themes in this film. Whether those cinematic narratives are religious, 
journalistic, or scientific, they are all united by the fact that they provide a shape to the world 
from which they emerge and they require a credulous audience to testify to their authenticity 
and imbue them with representative authority.  

Probably the most famous Irish textual example of faith in storytelling is Brian Friel’s 
dramatic masterpiece Faith Healer (1979) in which three characters tell their captive audience 
their life stories. The factual accuracy of those stories might be suspect but that does not matter 
so long as those who hear those narratives have faith that what they are hearing represents some 
version of ‘the truth’, even if that truth is only confined to the personal perceptions of the tellers. 
Soon after Brian Friel co-founded (with Stephen Rea) the Field Day Theatre Company in 1980, 
one of the company’s directors, Seamus Deane, gave voice to some of the aims and objectives 
of that organisation and, by so-doing, reminded his readers of the importance that Irish artists 
placed in storytelling and in their audiences’ and readers’ faith in the authenticity of those 
narratives: “At the moment we [the members of Field Day] are six characters looking for a story 
to be believed” (Richtarick: 2004, 203). One of the opening lines from The Wonder, “we are 
nothing without stories”, could be said to be the primary message the film. Despite Elizabeth’s 
assertion that she is not interested in stories, only facts, the film steadfastly refuses to privilege 
verifiable facticity over the power of orally transmitted stories.   

The film is considerably different from Donoghue’s novel in several ways. The framing 
device in the film is absent from the book. The wordy style of the novel, with a constant interior 
                                                 
7 Lelio was reportedly inspired by Jean Luc Godard’s film Le Mepris to use this metafictional device. See Eric 
Kohn, ‘Interview with Sebastián Lelio’, Indiewire. 2 Sep 2022. https://www.indiewire.com/2022/09/the-wonder-
interview-florence-pugh-sebastian-lelio-1234757698/  
 

https://www.indiewire.com/2022/09/the-wonder-interview-florence-pugh-sebastian-lelio-1234757698/
https://www.indiewire.com/2022/09/the-wonder-interview-florence-pugh-sebastian-lelio-1234757698/
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monologue, is replaced by the far more silent, overtly visual style of the film. The romance 
between Elizabeth and the journalist Will (Tom Burke) feels far more rushed and abrupt in the 
film, in contrast to the book in which their relationship is played out over the course of several 
pages of elaborate prose. In essence, both works play to the strengths of their particular styles 
of representation, prose and cinematic respectively.   

Both the novel and film The Wonder are examples of the currently very popular genre 
of folk horror, a Gothic text in which the landscape, traditions, and culture that comprises the 
main context of the work plays a key role in the evolving narrative. The wildness of the fields 
that serve as the primary backdrop of the film, for example, could have sprung directly from 
Emily Bronte’s Wuthering Heights (1847). The film is set in a very isolated and forbidding part 
of rural Ireland and this contributes to the creation of a very macabre and chilling sense of dread 
within the viewers. Ireland here is presented as a place in which religious beliefs are 
unquestioned and regarded as absolute fact by the rustic inhabitants of this midlands setting. 
For this reason, Elizabeth is constantly being told by the Irish natives that she “does not 
understand” them, their customs, or way of life. Elizabeth’s inability to properly commune with 
the inhabitants of this Irish world in which she finds herself is conveyed when she 
misunderstands the O’Donnell family when they tell her that Anna’s brother had “gone over”. 
They mean that he had died whereas she interprets it to mean that he had emigrated. The fact 
that Elizabeth is English in a small Irish community further adds to her status as outsider and 
‘other’ and serves to foreground the theme of colonial relations within the narrative. 

In terms of location contributing to the overall themes and effect of the film, the house 
in which the O’Donnell’s live epitomises a very small, intimate setting which creates a general 
feeling of claustrophobia for both Elizabeth and the film’s audience. The film’s sense of dread 
and foreboding is further emphasised by the almost otherworldly score by Matthew Herbert that 
serves as an almost invisible character throughout the film. The claustrophobic and oppressive 
atmosphere that is created in the O’Donnell house and in the pub where Elizabeth is staying 
where she must endure the misogynistic gaze of its almost entirely male-dominated residents, 
is in keeping with the act of ‘watching’ that dominates the film. Whether that ‘watching’ refers 
to the function being performed by Elizabeth and the nun in the community or the general sense 
of a Foucauldian culture of surveillance that seems to prevail in this rural Irish community, the 
audience cannot escape the sense that every character in The Wonder is being watched and 
appraised by at least one other person in the story. 

The central story of a child possibly starving herself has considerable significance and 
relevance for an Irish audience, most notably because it conjures up the cultural memory of the 
Great Famine that had ended only ten years before the film was set, and the ghost of the famine 
haunts The Wonder, in the narrative, the setting, and in the lives of most characters who have 
almost certainly lost loved ones in the event. Equally, the harrowing moment when Elizabeth 
force feeds Anna could be said to be an implicit reference to the Irish hunger strikers during the 
war of Independence, many of whom had food forcibly inserted into their bodies via tubes (most 
notoriously, this happened to Terence MacSwiney, the Mayor of Cork, who died whilst on 
hunger strike). And indeed, a historical link between the Great Famine and the protest strategy 
of hunger striking was previously noted in a poem by James Joyce, which takes as its subject 
the Irish War of Independence.  

Equally, the theme of child abuse and its concealment by a family — a revelation that 
is uncovered near the climax of The Wonder — is very topical when one considers the numerous 
revelations in recent years concerning the abuse of children in various ‘home’ settings, whether 
they be religious or familial. Interestingly, on the former, although the negative impact of 
religiosity on Irish culture and people is starkly considered in this film, we are also given an 
ultimately sympathetic portrayal of a nun in the form of Elizabeth’s fellow ‘watcher’, and it is 
she who partially enables a somewhat happy ending to occur at the film’s conclusion. Thus, 
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The Wonder can take credit for endeavouring to take a more complex approach to the 
representation of the Catholic Church than is, arguably, typical in contemporary Irish texts.   

The need to care for children is an aspect of the film’s title that is given utterance near 
the end of the film when Will writes in his column that communities are too often neglectful 
when it comes to acknowledging “the wonder” that is all children. Because the narrative of The 
Wonder centres around trying to prevent a child from willingly departing the realm of physical 
existence and going to an indeterminate “other place”, I would argue too that the film can be 
read as a subtle reimagining of W.B. Yeats’ poem “The Stolen Child”, a work that represents 
the removal of a child to a fairy land as a mournful event because the poem suggests the child 
has lost far more than they’ve gained because of such a departure. The film’s climax is 
conceivably a rational, non-fantastical play on Yeats’ poem’s final lines (For he comes, the 
human child,/To the waters and the wild/With a faery, hand in hand,/For the world's more full 
of weeping than he can understand). The Wonder can thus be interpreted as a cinematic 
palimpsest in which some of the major events and themes from Ireland’s nightmarish history 
are implicitly represented.  

Moving beyond the national context, The Wonder deals, like many Gothic texts, with 
the porous nature of identity and subjectivity. This is symbolised by Anna’s tendency to invent 
different names for Elizabeth throughout the narrative (eventually alighting on the soubriquet 
of Mrs Lib). The film’s climax also contains a form of transformation undergone by Anna, also 
involving a symbolic change of name. The unstable nature of Anna’s subjectivity is suggested 
earlier in the film when it is revealed that she takes walks in her brother’s shoes.  The Wonder 
could be regarded as belonging, to some extent, to the genre of romance too, purely because of 
the relationship between Elizabeth and Will. However, whether their attraction goes beyond the 
purely physical is debatable to say the least. After their first sexual encounter, both characters 
insist on thanking each other for what has just occurred. What is clear is that they both needed 
the release of orgasmic pleasure and that had just been provided by their sexual partner. The 
impression given is that these are two lost souls who are perpetually feeling the effects of 
bereavement – it is less clear whether the somewhat transactional nature of their relationship 
will persist beyond the journey into the Australian sunset. 

Significantly, the publicity posters for The Wonder generally focus on the expressive 
face of Florence Pugh. This draws attention to the current star power of Pugh and her growing 
reputation as being one of the most preternaturally talented actors of her generation. Not 
surprisingly, Pugh gives a hauntingly memorable performance which balances a calm exterior 
with suggestions of broiling emotional intensity just under the surface. Like many memorable 
characters in literary or cinematic narratives that involve the possible presences of ghosts, 
hauntings, or other supernatural occurrences, the character of Elizabeth is an individual who is 
haunted before she ever comes to this community (we learn very early on in the story that she 
had relatively recently lost a baby three weeks after it was born and that this event also led to 
the end of her marriage).  The always reliable Toby Jones gives a convincing portrayal of a 
zealot for whom the religious and the scientific are complementary as opposed to contradictory 
narratives of existence. Newcomer Kila Cassidy gives a memorable performance that treads the 
line between the human vulnerability and ethereal otherness.  Ciaran Hinds is also on hand to 
provide his usual stoic performance as the local priest for whom the myth of Anna eating manna 
from heaven must be preserved as a means of bolstering religious authority in the wake of a 
famine that made many lose their faith in the Christian God. The relationship between Elaine 
Cassidy and her real life daughter Kila is tenderly evoked. It is clear that the mother wants what 
she believes is best for her daughter and suffers from the guilt of not preventing and then 
refusing to acknowledge the traumatic event Anna suffered several years before. 

Despite an often slow moving pace and a tendency to occasionally have characters spell 
out aspects of the plot that could have been more powerfully conveyed via suggestion, The 
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Wonder is a very effective inter-generic mix of psychodrama, Gothicism, and romance.  The 
acting is generally of a very high calibre and the direction creates a cinematic work via which 
emotions and intellects are guaranteed to be stirred.  
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Bad Sisters  
(Apple TV 2022 -) 
 
Reviewer: Jorie Lagerwey (University College Dublin) 
 
Bad Sisters (Apple TV+ 2022), is the story of five Garvey sisters plotting and repeatedly 
attempting the murder of one of their evil husbands. It is a delightfully dark family melodrama 
featuring the absolutely delicious, soapy villainy of Claes Bang’s performance as John Paul 
Williams, “the Prick”, and ultimate murder victim. Writer/producer/actor Sharon Horgan and 
the rest of the sisters, Eva Birthistle, Anne-Marie Duff, Sarah Greene, and Eve Hewson, 
constitute the excellent central ensemble and offer a still-rare view of female friendship without 
meanness or competition (albeit with a healthy dose of family bickering). While the show is 
actually about the sisters’ murderous shenanigans and their complicated, enduring love for each 
other, the proper foil is essential to their cohesiveness and the viewer’s desire to root for them. 
Bang’s performance relies on the relatively understated but constant drip of contempt oozing 
from his every word alongside his preposterously evil manipulations of everyone in the family 
and community. His performance is reminiscent Craig Montgomery, played by Hunt Block 
from 2000-2010, the lead villain from the daily American soap As the World Turns (CBS 1956-
2010). Block’s was the epitome of an underrated performance style that foregrounds a winking 
zeal, inviting viewers’ outsized and often embodied reactions of disgust, shock, or laughter. 
Prestige TV needs less of the shouty, entitled White male villains encountered in the likes of 
Succession (HBO 2018- ) or Billions (Showtime 2016- ) and more of this playful, gag-inducing 
but simultaneously hand-clapping male villainy. Alas, that kind of writing and performing 
seems to take a level of self-awareness not often on display in those kind of massive budget 
dramas.8  
                                                 
8 Succession is marketed, especially to awarding bodies, as a comedy, but no one will ever convince me it is 
anything but a family melodrama. 
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Professional distance aside, this reviewer loved this show. It looks beautiful, it has a 
great title sequence, the writing is quick and witty with strong performances to support it, but, 
more than anything else, it is the tone that appeals. The recognition that there is delight to be 
found in the macabre is hardly ground-breaking, but it is highly watchable (and fun). Since this 
is a critical review, however, it is also important to highlight how the show mobilised an array 
of othered and non-normative identities to support, and perhaps to hide or distract from, its 
Whiteness.9 

Casting practices like those on Bad Sisters are often overlooked in part because they 
have become so common. The show uses blindcasting and minor characters to accomplish what 
we might call difference-washing. Difference-washing happens when stories about normative 
folks—those who fit dominant categories of race, class, binary gender, sexuality, ability, etc—
sprinkle the background of their stories with less normative folks. In theory this is well-meaning 
representation created by the often politically left-leaning TV industries in places like Ireland, 
the US, and the UK. But this version of representation-by-visibility is so invisible, it does more 
work to make the central characters look like good people than it does to make underrepresented 
groups the subjects of more varied, complex, and complete characterisations. 

Bad Sisters features a plethora of difference-washed characters: a White actor with 
Down’s syndrome (Conor O’Donnell) playing one of the sisters’ sons; Irish-Pakistani actress 
Yasmine Akram, who plays one of the sisters’ wives, completes a lesbian married couple who 
are “just like” all the other married sisters, and a Black actor (Jake Farmer) plays their young 
son. Moroccan-French actor Assaad Bouab plays one of the sisters’ colleague and friend. His 
homosexuality is a plot point, but serves only as character development for Eva (Sharon 
Horgan), rather than to develop his own story. This list is not an exercise in “outing” or spotting 
folks who are non-White or “White and”. Rather it is an exercise in noticing that each of these 
characters operates exclusively in-relation-to a White, neurotypical central character. I have 
included the young actor with Down’s syndrome on this list not to equate race, ethnicity, and 
neurodivergence, but rather to highlight the centrality and dominance of normative Whiteness 
in the narrative and visual scope of Bad Sisters (and indeed of so much prestige TV). 
“Difference” is lumped together — the French colleague and one of the sisters are gay, John 
Paul’s mother seems to have dementia — as a smorgasbord of narratively side-lined window 
dressing used to add realism to the central characters’ lives, and twenty-first century credibility 
to creators and distributors.  

The show’s fans might baulk at this description and cite Matt Claffin (Daryl 
McCormack), the mixed-race half-brother to Thomas (Brian Gleeson) who is undoubtedly a 
central character. He is a love-interest to Becca Garvey (Eve Hewson), and a moral foil to his 
insurance agent brother. As one of my PhD students pointed out, however, he is easy to cast 
because he is objectively very handsome (a characteristic exploited by his role as the sex worker 
who helps Emma Thompson’s character explore her post-menopausal sexuality in Good Luck 
to You, Leo Grande (2022) (incidentally, another “plastic” role)). While that may sound like a 
trivial comment, I would argue that physical beauty is another box non-White actors have to 
tick more often than White actors in order to get cast (see Bridgerton [Netflix 2020- ], for 
example). Undoubtedly, adhering to dominant beauty standards is an advantage for White 
actors, especially women, as well; but it is not necessarily a requirement.  

McCormack’s casting and characterization is an example of what Kristen Warner 
describes as a trend in which “diversity became synonymous with the quantity of difference 
rather than with the dimensionality of those performances” or characterizations (2017: np). 
Warner (2015, 2017) situates what she calls postracial blindcasting and plastic representation 
                                                 
9 I capitalise White and Whiteness in all my writing to call attention to the fact that White is a racial category and 
not a norm against which other racial or ethnic identities are differentiated with a capital letter. In doing so, I follow 
the style guide of The Washington Post, changed in the wake of global Black Lives Matter protests in 2020. 
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in the context of White-dominated television industries attempting to illustrate that racism and 
discrimination in casting are things of the past. The problem, Warner argues, is that these roles 
were still created and written by and for White people, therefore appealing to a supposedly 
universal experience. But the problem with universal experiences being written and curated 
almost entirely by White people means that in fact White experience and White culture are 
reproduced as “universal.” That process also automatically excludes any specificity of culture 
or experience for the blindcast or plastic characters. In Bad Sisters, because McCormack plays 
the brother of a White actor, his difference is at least acknowledged in a few lines of dialogue 
explaining that he had a different mother and was only in the family home every other weekend. 
But any exclusion he feels from the Claffin family and business is explained away as being the 
product of a blended family. The possibility of race playing a meaningful role in his experience 
of a White family, or indeed of growing up in Ireland, is never mentioned. In this way, the 
character continues the trend of Black and mixed-race characters that Zélie Asava describes in 
Irish cinema. Still, she writes, “the majority of them [films featuring Black characters] 
whitewash over the problems of assimilation by refusing to represent the black Irish as an 
established community, and by framing multiculturalism and racism as new to the nation” 
(Asava 2013: 184). Having skipped over any notion of racism altogether, Bad Sisters presents 
any potential problems of assimilation as a non-issue for Matt’s character or for any of the more 
minor non-normative characters. Being assimilated into or subsumed by a White family 
incorporates all these modes of difference into the dominant norm and presents them as 
“solved”, and thus not in need of representation or discussion. 

When teaching classes about race in contemporary television, I sometimes get responses 
like “sure, but we’re in Ireland.” I take these comments to mean that sure, I can see what you’re 
saying and how it might matter in the US or even the UK, but we don’t have racism in Ireland. 
That of course is not true, but it is also important to situate Bad Sisters in its appropriate 
international context. Being written and produced by an Irish woman (Horgan), performed by 
mostly Irish actors, set and shot in Dublin and Wicklow make it easily identified as Irish. But, 
produced by Sharon Horgan’s Merman and US-based Disney Television Studios’ ABC 
Signature, distributed by Apple TV+ (available in over 100 countries according to Apple’s 
website), and based on Belgian format, the show is undeniably conceived as a transatlantic or 
even global product. As I have argued elsewhere, that kind of transatlantic prestige TV is 
designed to appeal to the middle-class audiences who can afford Apple TV+, audiences that, 
correctly or not, TV industries still imagine as mostly White. That means we can place Bad 
Sisters, almost despite its Irishness, in the context of the dominant English language TV 
industries of the US and UK, where its difference washing fits very comfortably alongside an 
incidental deaf character on Ginny and Georgia (Netflix 2021- ), a minor character with Downs 
syndrome on Never Have I Ever (Netflix 2020-), and plastic representations on shows like 
Surface (Apple TV+ 2022- ) or Little Fires Everywhere (Hulu 2020). Nonetheless, a single 
show is not responsible for an industry trend, and Bad Sisters is unquestionably good fun to 
watch. 
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An Cailín Ciúin  
(Colm Bairéad, 2021) 
 
Reviewer: Roddy Flynn 
 
There has long been a degree of hand-wringing within Irish film studies about whether specific 
texts “qualify” as examples of national cinema. With my frequent co-author Tony Tracy, I have 
actively contributed to this debate in these pages about what national cinema has come to mean 
in the particular context of post-1993 Irish screen policy. We have increasingly leaned towards 
characterising contemporary Irish cinema as “transnational” by dint of referencing the formal 
and textual characteristics of those films, even if somewhat ruefully acknowledging that these 
characteristics have rarely led such films to find transnational success with audiences.     

The gist of that academic narrative might be summarised by the tendency to point to 
“first wave” Irish cinema (roughly speaking that output produced from the mid -1970s until 
1987 under the auspices of Arts Council and the first incarnation of the Irish Film Board) as 
exemplifying a purist version of national cinema: culturally specific texts, primarily conceived 
with a local audience in mind, written and produced and acted by indigenous crew and cast. By 
contrast, the narrative continues, the output of the post-1993 indigenous sector (what we have 
elsewhere dubbed ‘second wave’) was much more “outward looking”, a polite way of 
characterising texts apparently consciously constructed with international audiences in mind, 
which represent Ireland in a manner comprehensible to external conceptions and often 
populated with cast familiar to international audiences drawn from the US and UK film 
industries. 

There is a judgement implied in that narrative. The rhetoric underwriting the re-
establishment of the film board in 1993 (and the host of other measures designed to encourage 
screen production that followed) stressed the need to tell our own stories to build a cultural 
bulwark against the constant inward flow of screen images and, in particular, to counter the 
(false or skewed) representations of Ireland constructed by producers from beyond these shores. 
(The Quiet Man casts a long shadow in this regard but it is far from alone. The Oscar success 
of John Carney’s Once (Global box office: €23m) in 2007 may have felt like a breakthrough 
for Irish cinema but it was eclipsed in the same year by the soft romanticism of PS, I Love You 
(global box office €156m) based on Cecilia Ahern’s best-selling novel.) However, went the 
judgement, the pragmatic prioritisation of commercial imperatives over cultural ones deemed 
necessary to legitimate ongoing state support for tax breaks and institutions like the Irish Film 
Board/ Screen Ireland, meant that the international and transnational address of second (c. 1993-
2004) and third wave (c. 2004-present) Irish screen output had failed to sufficiently counter the 
ongoing flows of narratives and representations of Ireland from outside. Ironically, of course 
precisely those tax breaks and institutions were not only supporting indigenous productions 
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which “diluted” the local in order to make them more internationally palatable but they were 
also underwriting the production of “problematic” external representations. 

An Cailín Ciúin offers a new – indeed unprecedented - case for re-formulating these all 
too familiar discussions. The narrative of the film’s genesis is, doubtless, already familiar to 
most readers: how in 2018 the Irish-language documentary maker Colm Bairéad read an article 
in the Irish Times about the best writing by Irish women and encountered Claire Keegan’s 2010 
long short-story “Foster”, a simple but heart-wrenching account of a young girl sent to 
temporarily live with relatives by her dysfunctional parents. Finding that the screen rights to 
the story were still available, Bairéad set about expanding the story to meet the demands of a 
feature length film while also deciding – for both practical as well as aesthetic reasons – to 
translate the text into Irish. Funding was secured from the Cine4, the TG4/BAI/Irish Screen 
scheme supporting projects up to €1.2m and topped up with Section 481. In February 2022, the 
film had its international debut at the Berlinale in Germany where the local audience offered 
rapturous applause. The film then went on general release in Ireland and the UK on May 13 
2022. While critically well-received but it was, nonetheless, an Irish-language text in an 
Anglophone, largely monoglot nation, with a sparse narrative and set before the average Irish 
cinema-goer (15-35 years old) was born. Surely it was destined to be seen by a handful of 
people before being consigned as an interesting addition to Irish screen studies and then 
disappearing? 

But it didn’t. The most successful film in the UK and Ireland in 2022 was “Top Gun: 
Maverick”. Released on May 27th 2022 and enjoying an - by contemporary standards - 
extended cinema run, the Tom Cruise vehicle had nonetheless long departed theatres by 
Christmas that year. Before May 2022 was even out An Cailín Ciúin was already the most 
successful Irish-language theatrical release ever, taking more than €400,000 across 90 screens 
in the UK/Ireland theatrical market. And it kept going. By Autumn 2022, even the “Irish 
language” qualification of its success was becoming less and less relevant. It surpassed €1 
million at the UK/Ireland box office by October, the first indigenous film to do so since “The 
Young Offenders” in 2016. In December 2022 it went on (very) limited release in the US, 
screening in two theatres. In January 2023 it became one of five films to make the final shortlist 
2023 leading to a much wider North American release strategy: by St Patrick’s Day 2023 it will 
be screening in 60 screens across the United States.  

However, it is not merely that an Irish film enjoyed box office success in its own market 
and international critical. It is that the production in question is entirely funded by a variety of 
state or state-owned institutions, exclusively crewed by Irish Heads of Department, and filmed 
entirely in Dublin and Meath with an Irish cast. And, though English is heard, the screenplay’s 
primary language is Irish. Has there ever been an Irish film that has so comprehensively ticked 
the boxes of national cinema? (The answer, incidentally, is “yes”: think of most of Bob Quinn’s 
output from Poitín onwards but the domestic and international acclaim accorded to An Cailín 
Ciúin could scarcely have been dreamed of by Irish filmmakers in the 1970s and 1980s.) As 
such, it constitutes a powerful riposte to those (the current author amongst them) who have 
critiqued aspects of Irish screen policy since the 1990s.  

What is going on here? The role that the film’s status as an Irish language may play in 
its international reception (and especially in other Anglophone territories) is considered below. 
But, how do we account for the film’s remarkable success in its domestic market and the manner 
in which it has touched a national nerve? 

On paper, the answer is not clear. The English translation of the title, “The Quiet Girl” 
might invoke “The Quiet Man” but though writer/director Bairéad can hardly have been 
unaware of the connotations of his title, the two films could hardly be more different. John 
Ford’s fantasy melodrama, populated with Irish stereotypes and punctuated by sequences of 
high drama (the horse race, the 11-minute fistfight) bears no relation to the later film. Built 
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around the introspective, initially near-silent character of Cáit [Catherine Clinch)], An Cailín 
Ciúin adopts a measured, observational approach short on narrative incident which nonetheless 
draws the viewer into a profoundly affecting emotional space. Stephen Rennicks’ score eschews 
prominent themes and opts instead for delicate piano over muted strings, complementing Steve 
Fanagan’s beautiful, naturalistic sound design. Kate McCullough’s cinematography, shot in 
Academy ratio (recalling an era of pre-widescreen television) opts for a muted palette, invoking 
the faded tones of 1970s family snapshots.  

These aesthetic qualities may account for part of the film’s appeal, evoking as they do 
an Ireland which comfortably existed within living memory but which would be almost 
unrecognisable for an audience born after 1990.  It depicts a simpler, prelapsarian Ireland, 
before the pre-Celtic Tiger, before the complications of identity politics, of multiculturalism, 
of divorce, abortion, marriage equality etc. Its pleasures are simple (notably expressed through 
food - Jacob’s Kimberly biscuits, Hughes Brothers’ Choc Ices, home-made jams etc.) The farm 
to which Cáit is fostered seems permanently bathed in golden sunshine. 

But, that the farm appears in stark contrast to the grey tones predominating in the 
representation of Cáit’s parents’ house undercuts any suggestion that is a nostalgia piece. This 
is an Ireland of grinding poverty for many (though not all), of small-minded, petty one 
upmanship, where class and gender exercise a determining influence over life’s roles.  

And how do the characters respond to these circumstances? In many cases, with silence. 
A silence which pervades the film not just in the character of Cáit but in the strategic silences 
which characterise the wider society.  

Cáit is not mute but, when the film opens, has already retreated into a fortress of her 
own self. Surrounded by a gaggle of chattering older siblings, it’s hardly surprising she can’t 
get a word in. But to speak we need someone to talk to. And there is ample reason to think that 
Cáit, through acts of omission or commission, is often simply ignored. At home she is scarcely 
spoken to, in school coded as “weird” by her sisters and their friends and excluded from their 
circle. Forced to bring her to the pub, Dan her father deposits her alone in a dark corner. When 
he is finished drinking, he gets up and leaves, apparently indifferent to whether Cáit follows. 
She has internalised the idea that, in this family she is just a burden. “She’ll eat you out of house 
and home” her father warns Seán (Andrew Bennett) and Eibhlín (Carrie Crowley), her foster 
parents. She is a - very possibly unintended - consequence of an unhappy union in a society 
where conjugal rights are taken for granted and control of fertility largely limited to abstinence. 
That indifference extends to the wider society which, in the decade in which the film is set, 
relied on emigration as a means of dealing with the burden of supporting an emerging 
generation.     

Beville and Dybris McQuaid note that in Irish culture, silence is more than just “the 
absence of sound”.When one individual forces another not to speak or when a society decrees 
that an entire discourse is unauthorised then silencing is the exercise of power. Certainly, Cáit 
herself is the object of such discursive power: she is expected to look on without comment as 
her father drives home the woman he is having some kind of extra-marital relationship with. 
Neither speak to Cáit: her silence (and complicity) is taken for granted. When her father openly 
lies to Eibhlín about gathering the harvest he is fully confident that Cáit will not gainsay this.  

Cáit, by contrast, has internalised the silence that is fundamentally constitutive of Irish 
society in this period, a silence essential to keep a lid on the multitude of tensions bubbling 
under the surface. On the rare occasions such tensions boiled over they struggled to find 
sustained expression in face of elite pressure to suppress dissent regarding the religious, 
economic and sexual status quo.  Other films exploring the condition of Irish society before the 
1990s have mined these tensions for overt, dramatic conflict. Though those who protest the 
state of things are inevitably punished (as occurs in Peter Mullan’s The Magdalene Sisters 
[2002] or Aisling Walsh’s Song for A Raggy Boy [2003]) there is at least a gesture of resistance. 
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But An Cailín Ciúin arguably offers a more honest assessment of the period: those who 
constructed prevailing social norms simply denied or ignored their more deleterious 
consequences while those who experienced such norms as oppressive had little choice but to 
go along with them.  As someone for whom the threat of being “sent away” (i.e. 
institutionalised) lurks in the background, Cáit knows better than to complain about the casual 
psychological brutality and the cruelty of the poverty she experiences. (Compared to others, 
Cáit may even consider herself fortunate.)  

Seán and Eibhlín understand the oppressive logic of silence. When Eibhlín invites Cáit 
to come to their well with her, Cáit asks: “Is it a secret?” Eibhlín gently responds: “There are 
no secrets in this house.” Secrets are associated with shame and “We don’t want any shame 
here”. As it emerges, there ARE secrets, even in her foster home, albeit the impetus towards 
silence is not shame but rather a defence against a society which callously disregards Seán and 
Eibhlín’s pain at the tragedy which has befallen them. 
  But An Cailín Ciúin is not a film which accepts a simple post-structuralist binary 
associating silence with weakness and speech with strength. It is true that for some characters 
the significance of speech is not what is said but that they can speak at all.  When Cáit’s sisters 
debate how conception occurs they loudly describe how "the bull pushes the calf into the cow". 
That they are wrong is not important: what matters is the act of speaking as, in itself, an assertion 
of their power. We see this too in the character of Seán and Eibhlín’s neighbour Una, a 
bottomless pit of narrow-minded, spiteful begrudgery who sustains herself through loudly 
judging others.   

But silence may also be purposeful. It may even be an act of resistance, a refusal to 
accept the premises implied in an interrogative question. The development of Seán’s 
relationship with Cáit (around which the emotional arc of the film is built) develops less through 
conversation and more through the sharing of space and activity: a biscuit left without comment 
on the table for Cáit, Cáit picking up a yardbrush in a cowshed and paralleling Seán’s 
brushstrokes, Seán timing Cáit as she runs to collect the post. (Previously identified as one who 
runs away (“the wanderer”), Cáit consistently runs back to Seán, notionally to find out how fast 
she is.) And Seán actively defends (and even celebrates) Cáit’s silence. In the wake of Cáit’s 
encounter with the mean-spirited Una, who notes of Cáit “she’s a quiet one”, Seán quietly but 
firmly avers: “She says as much as she needs to say. May there be many like her.” 
(Unbeknownst to Seán, said neighbour has already casually dropped a bombshell about an 
earlier tragedy in his and Eibhlín’s family.) For Seán, talk for the sake of talk is worse than 
silence, especially if the words used express contempt. For Cáit too, silence arguably allows 
her to retain a kind of freedom. By declining to speak, to state her views and her positions, she 
remains free to interpret new situations as she encounters them. She stands in stark contrast to 
those characters who simply parrot received wisdom, unthinkingly amplifying and reinforcing 
it as they do so.) 

Language plays a role in all this. Whatever about Bairéad’s own linguistic preference 
and the pull of financial incentives, An Cailín Ciúin deploys English and Irish in a conscious 
fashion. The binaries around which the film is structured - home and foster home, school and 
holidays, silence and conversation, casual neglect and love - map onto English and Irish, with 
Irish firmly located on the positive side of the equation. While not conferring angelic status on 
everyone (witness Una), Irish is nonetheless the language of emotional connection within the 
film: it is through Irish that Cáit finds her voice. Tellingly, Cáit’s boorish father Dan appears 
not to be able to speak Irish at all and, while Seán’s displays of affection are mainly mediated 
through spatial proximity, Eibhlín is far more direct in her language (literally her language) (“If 
you were mine, I would never leave you in a house with strangers”).  Eibhlín and Seán generally 
speak in English in Dan’s presence but when they come to say farewell to Cáit, they discreetly 
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switch to Irish: the language creates a safe haven within which expressions of tenderness may 
be articulated without arousing the wrath of Dan.  

It’s interesting to reflect on how the prominence of Irish in the screenplay conditions 
how audiences respond to the film. Ironically [perhaps] the film’s linguistic status may enhance 
its prospects internationally precisely because it is far more distinct from US and UK 
productions than most of the Irish screen sector’s Anglophone output. This may consign the 
film to arthouse status in the US for example, but as the example of Bong Joon-ho’s Parasite 
demonstrates, arthouse no longer automatically constrains a film’s prospects for success. 

Even in Ireland, the film’s use of Irish sets it apart. This is hardly surprising given that 
optimistic self-classifications of linguistic ability for census purposes apart, fewer than 100,000 
people (and probably closer to 50,000) living in Ireland use the first official language on a daily 
basis. Thus, the shifts back and forth between English and Irish across and within the scenes of 
An Cailín Ciúin are not trivial. Cáit’s own lack of fluency in Irish is established early on and 
legitimates the use of relatively straightforward Irish in her early encounters with Eibhlín and 
Seán. Yet, for most Irish audiences, subtitles are likely to have been essential to their 
understanding of the narrative even in these early scenes. So, for Irish audiences too, the use of 
language codes An Cailín Ciúin as something apart from the mainstream of Irish film 
production.  

But, linguistic distinction cannot in and of itself account for An Cailín Ciúin’s domestic 
success. Although other films coming out of the Cine4 project have performed better than might 
otherwise have been expected (most notably Arracht which earned a reported €164,000 in the 
UK and Ireland in 2021 and more recently Róise & Frank in 2022), most have made a muted 
impact.  

What we are left with then, is an apparently straightforward text which nonetheless 
already has a serious claim for the best Irish film ever made. Isolating a single element or even 
a set of characteristics from within a collaborative art and ascribing the success of the whole to 
these is not merely a fool’s errand but almost constitutes a category error. A sparse script, 
unshowy direction, deceptively simple cinematography, discreet sound design and scoring, art, 
costume and production design that effortlessly conjures 1981 and a cast not merely well-
chosen but led by a young performer already apparently absolutely at home with the subtleties 
demanded of screen acting: all of these things are true. And in aggregate they constitute a text 
which Irish audiences clearly recognise.  

But what is being recognised? 
An Cailín Ciúin quietly exposes the nature of pre-Celtic Tiger Irish society in a manner 

that, for those who lived through that period, was hard to name, precisely because it constituted, 
to paraphrase Raymond Williams, the “cultural air” of the moment. The assumptions and 
presumptions of Irish society in the 1970s and 1980s (the film is officially set in 1981 but, 
really, could be any time from 1975 to 1985) were so omnipresent as to be invisible. And thus 
the brutality of Irish society hid in plain sight. This is not to argue that the Celtic Tiger and its 
associated and subsequent social and cultural changes should be unproblematically embraced 
wholesale. If anything An Cailín Ciúin indirectly encourages us to consider our own moment 
and to scrutinize the unexamined (because taken for granted) values that inform the disposition 
of our society. 

But An Cailín Ciúin is moving precisely because, through Cáit, it exemplifies how the 
patriarchal nature (manifested through church, state and capital) of Irish society over decades 
hurt those who lived within it, even if they evaded abuse within religious and state institutions. 
Despite his feckless nature the status of Cáit’s father within society is largely unchallenged, 
underwritten by a state which uncritically accepted the church’s social teachings and and a 
labour structure which still largely confined women to unpaid domestic labour. An Cailín Ciúin 
highlights this but it also celebrates the potential of more progressive masculinity. Cáit has seen 
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happiness, has seen an alternative and runs towards it. “Daddy” is the villain of the piece 
and “Daddy” is the hero. An Cailín Ciúin at once comments upon its temporal setting while 
contemplating a more emancipated future, offering a both a critique and a salve. 
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